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Students often have difficulty completing their college
education. Some leave during their freshmen year, others
later in their careers. Many factors contribute to the

decision to withdraw, often relating to the individual
student, or the institution. Literature indicates that the

decision to withdraw is frequently based on student involvement.

This study, conducted at Oregon State University,
utilized the revised third edition of the College Student
Experience Questionnaire by Pace, (1990) as the instrument
for assessing student involvement. The study groups con-

sisted of all freshmen students admitted in 1992 from rural
resource dependent conununities (RRDC) in the state of

Oregon (N=37), a like sample of non-RRDC students (N=37)
selected from the balance of the freshman class that year,
and natural resource (NRH) majors (N=26) and non-NRH

(N=128) selected from a random sample of all students

admitted to the university in 1990, 1991, and 1992.
This study postulated that students socialize differently in RRDC and, consequently, differ in their

involvement in academic and social activities on campus.
Further it posited that departments vary and consequently
students in NRM would exhibit more involvement in the
college experience.

No significant difference in involvement was found
between RRDC students and their cohorts. However, ninetyfour percent of the non-RRDC students lived in college
housing during their freshmen year, while forty percent of
the RRDC students lived off campus. About twenty-two percent of RRDC students indicated that they were not planning

to return to O.SU. in the Fall, while less that seven
percent of the non-RRDC students planned not to return.

Quality of effort varied significantly between NRX and
non-NRM students, however no consistent difference was
found. Non-NRii students rated higher factors about Art,

Music and Theater, Student Union and Personal Experiences,
while NRM students rated higher factors about Science and
Technology, Relationships with faculty members, and gains
in understanding science and in specializing for further
education.

A discriminant analysis done on the entire response
group (N=l54) to determine which of the variables best
discriminated those who intended to return and those who
did not resulted in supporting the hypothesis that satisfaction is a powerful discriminator of intent to return.
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INVOLVEMENT AND INTENT TO RETURN OF FRESHMEN STUDENTS
FROM RURAL RESOURCE DEPENDENT COMMUNITIES AND
OF NATURAL RESOURCE STUDENTS

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Earning a college degree is considered to be one of the
best methods of attaining success in American society.

Formal education can mediate the effects of socioeconomic
background, and facilitate the attainment of greater
occupational status and associated financial benefits
(Pascarella and Terenzjni, 1991). Numerous factors,

especially during the first year of university enrollment
after high school, affect whether or not students can attain
this goal (Tinto, 1982). Factors which work to discourage
the student from continuing enrollment are considered
barriers to their success. Many students are negatively
affected and drop out of school. The nonacademic
complications of young adulthood are endlessly complex, and
the decision to withdraw from college often culminates a
series of unfortunate experiences (Farrar & Hampel, 1989).
In describing the decision to depart early from college,

Vincent Tinto (1975, 1987) uses two sets of agents which he
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believes contribute to that decision--those related to the
individual student and those associated with the particular
institution.

Some of the barriers to successfully earning a degree
are intrinsic to the student and are carried to the
university. Examples of these potential barriers include a
lack of individual academic capacity, insufficient personal
motivation, inadequate high school preparation, and a host
of personal and social traits which temper the "student"
that the University has accepted. The living environment
shapes a person's behavior and how one perceives and
responds to external stimuli are, in a large way,

attributable to the psychological processes of learning and
socialization (Kalsner, 1991; Kimble, 1990; Lindesinith,

Strauss, & Denzin, 1991; Williams, 1983).

Other barriers encountered are extrinsic to the student
and often occur after arrival on campus. Campus size, lack
of people with similar backgrounds, and unfriendly staff are
examples of extrinsic barriers (Lagowski, 1992; Coll &
VonSeggern, 1991). Not dealing successfully with these
factors can leave the student feeling alienated, isolated or
inadequate (Wright, 1987). These difficulties, and how the
student deals with them, are critical to decisions about
remaining enrolled at a particular institution (Tinto,

1990). Voluntary departure from an institution has been
found to be due, more often, to experiences that the student
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has after arrival at school, than to preparation, previous
experiences, or strength of individual commitment to a
college education (Noel, Levitz, Saluri, 1987; Wehiage,
1989).

Researchers have consistently found that institutional
practices which increase student involvement in the life of
the campus have the greatest impact upon minimizing
attrition (Astin, 1975; Beal and Noel, 1980; carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1990; Kuh, et
al., 1991; Noel, Levitz, Saluri & Associates, 1985; Tinto,

1975). Integration into the University environment
academically and socially can contribute to the success of
students (Kaisner, 1991) and help overcome these negative
factors. Fitting-in may be the single most significant
factor in whether or not a student remains enrolled.

Interaction with faculty and peers increases integration and
helps to make the student feel a part of things (Pascarella
& Terenzini, 1976, 1977, 1979, 1980, 1991; Tinto, 1975;

Wilson, Wood & Gaff, 1975; Wilson, Gaff, Dienst, Wood, &
Bavry, 1975).

Early withdrawal is among the most persistent and
challenging problems in higher education today. In some
areas, regional universities have reported attrition rates
between 55 and 60 percent (Astin, 1991; Beal & Noel, 1980;
Blanc et al, 1983). This withdrawal exacts a significant
toll on the institution and raises ethical considerations
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regarding the long term welfare of the students, their
families and communities (Baumgart & Johnstone, 1977). These
losses extend to the larger society which forfeits the
potential benefits derived from a skilled, educated citizen
who values learning and higher education. The significance
to the individual relates to the loss of opportunities to
fully develop personal talents, and to better earn a living
wage.

For institutions of higher education, student attrition
represents lost tuition revenue, inefficient use of
resources, and a public perception that something is wrong
with the institution (Noel, Levitz, Saluri, 1987;
Summerskill, 1962). The national economic loss because of
the dropout problem has been estimated to be approximately
77 billion dollars annually (Weis, Farrar, & Petrie, 1989).
One private university studied the cost of one year's (in
1980 dollars) attrition on the expected tuition over the
educational lifetime of those students. "Based on tuition of
$1,200 per quarter, the net loss was in excess of $6
million" (Noel, Levitz, Saluri, pp 362, 1987).

Universities and colleges recognize that some students
have difficulty adjusting to the campus environment, but the
institutional response to student retention problems varies

widely. Peer advising, mentoring, and big brother and sister
programs have been developed on some campuses (Dunphy,
Miller, & Woodruff, 1987). Another response has been the
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proliferation of classes designed to assist Freshman
students through the difficult period of adjustment (Kuh,
Schuh, Whitt, et al., 1991; Pascarella, 1986). Rice (1989)

estimated that over 70 percent of the colleges and
universities of this country have initiated self-help
courses or freshman orientation programs in an effort to
increase success. Some colleges, however, have accepted the
notion that failure to complete is part of the "sorting out"
process (Ramaker, 1992).

Research to determine which factors can predict student
retention have contributed to the development of theories
that are associated with the success of students (Cabrera,

Nora, & Castaneda, 1993; Astin, 1977, 1991; Fox, 1986; Pace,
1964, 1981; Pascarella, & Terenzini, 1980, 1991). These have
given rise to several theoretical works and models
addressing the processes of student success (Anderson, 1985;

Metzner & Bean, 1987, Webb, 1989). The foremost theoretical
model pertaining to freshman year withdrawal/retention was
developed by Vincent Tinto (1975, 1987). His model and
others assert that retention rates are related to aspects of
the student's entering characteristics, personal goals,

commitment to the institution, and the product of social and
academic integration (Corley, 1989).

For many reasons rural students have special challenges
when attending college. For instance, graduates from small
schools generally have less success in college than do
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graduates from larger schools (Jess, 1984; Barker & Gump,
1964).

Educators and researchers have questioned the

ability of rural schools to provide adequate training and
educational opportunities for their students (Sher, 1977,

Nachtigal, 1982). As a general rule, the rural educational
system has produced students less able to cope with
industrialized urban society, and less likely to understand
the significance of a formal education in their achievement
(Nachtigal, 1982; Roger, Burdge, Korshing, & Donnermeyer,
1988).

Poplin (1979) points out that there have been many
analyses of social and cultural differences between rural
and urban communities, and from these studies has arisen
widespread agreement on five major sociocultural
differences. First, the urbanite enjoys more anonymity than
the ruralite. Second, there is a distinct difference in
occupational structure, with urban communities being
characterized by high division of labor and rural
communities having over half the labor force engaged in one
occupation while the rest is employed in support services
for the major occupational group. Third, rural communities
tend to be more homogeneous than urban communities. Fourth,

people who live in rural communities relate to each other
differently than do urbanites who have many impersonal and
formally prescribed relationships. Fifth, urbanites rank
each other largely on overt symbols of status, while in
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rural communities people know each other and judge each
other on personal characteristics. Based on these
differences one might conclude that students from rural
resource-dependent communities should vary from their
counterparts who grew up in large urban communities.

Rural communities tend to be more homogeneous than
urban communities. For instance, members of a rural
community may be affiliated with the same church and
political party. In small resource-based communities, a
large percentage of the population may be employed in one
occupational area, such as logging, logging supplies, saw
sharpening and diesel mechanics; while in an urban
community, people are employed in hundreds of activities,

attend different religious communities, and encounter
different ethnic backgrounds on a daily basis. Urban
communities also contain a multitude of organizations and
associations.

Which of these milieu's best develops students for
entering the university system and successfully completing a
course of study? One adage is that, if a student can compete
and succeed in a big school system, that student will be
able to succeed at the university. The idea is reminiscent
of the song that Frank Sinatra sings that refers to New York
City and states "If I can make it there, I'll make it
anywhere." Is this true of students? When student drop-out
rates are compared by size of home towns, it is noted that

the smaller the town, the greater the chance that the
student will withdraw within the four year period (Astin,
1975).

Certainly the competition for top positions and
recognition is greater in a high school with several
thousand students compared to one with a small student body.

However, does such a state of increased competition lead to
more students successfully completing a college education?
In rural schools, students are more likely to be called upon
to participate in all aspects of their school and community
because of the lack of numbers of people available to do any
particular task. Consequently, students from small towns and
rural communities often have more extensive and diverse
participation than their urban counterparts (Kiinble, 1990).

Gump & Friesen (1964) found that students in small high
schools gained psychological benefits from participation in
more settings, and attained positions of greater
responsibility in more situations than students from large
schools. Participation, recognition, and the feeling of
being competent are readily available in the small school
environment. Further, they found that students in small
schools who gained psychological benefits, reported greater
satisfaction from being involved and feeling responsible. It
should be noted, however, that Baird (1969) found that
participation in high school did not lead to greater college
success.
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There is increased interest in helping rural learners
to be successful at postsecondary education (McDaniel et al,
1986). The fact that the rural education process does not
adequately prepare a student to adjust to a more urban area
in order to continue their education has been a perennial
problem (Lewis, 1918, Swift, 1988); a number of studies
indicate that rural students in higher education have a
greater dropout rate than their urban counter-parts (Brown,
1985; DeYoung, Huffman, & Turner, 1989; Pace, 1981; Pinto,
1982).

The issue of the integration and retention of students,

in particular rural students, is important to Oregon State
University for a variety of reasons. As a public Land Grant
institution O.S.U. needs to contribute to the educational
gains and processes of the people of Oregon. Of particular
importance are the Resource Dependent Communities in the
Pacific Northwest which are experiencing economic and social
upheaval (Robbins, 1989). One way in which the people of
these communities can prepare themselves for a changing
future is through higher education. In order to fully
benefit from what the university has to offer, students must
enroll, be accepted and complete their college education.

How well students feel they belong, or "fit", at a
college contributes to their success or failure to persist
(Pace, 1964). When students attend institutions where they
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are clearly in the minority, they often feel "different,"
and out-of-place (Copland, 1989). A minority group is one
which has a certain distinct and recognizable social or
physical characteristic which is somehow different from the
majority population (Rogers et al, 1988). One might argue
that social and environmental influences, coupled with the
experience of going to school in a Rural Resource Dependent
Community (RRDC), affect an individual sufficiently to
qualify such a student as a member of a minority population
(Kuviesky, 1977). At Oregon State University students from
rural resource dependent communities comprise approximately
two percent of the entering class of freshmen each year, a
factor which might be related to student retention. (In 1992
RRDC students numbered 37 out of 2453 entering fieshmen.)

Since the literature suggests that the campus
environment distinctly affects college students and
influences their participation in school activities, we
might ask, does the milieu of Oregon State University create
an ambiance conducive to high quality-of-effort, and thus
retention, by freshmen from Rural Resource Dependent
Communities?

Statement of the Problem
Students drop out. It appears that dropping out often
is related to involvement in the college experience. It
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seems also that ruralness and being from a resource
dependent community might be related to early departure.

Thus, the purpose of this study is to measure whether or not
students from Rural Resource Dependent Communities have
greater difficulty than their non-RRDC cohorts integrating
into Oregon State University life. As a corollary problem,

this study seeks to compare students who enter Natural
Resource Management programs such as Forestry, Wildlife and
Range Management with those who do not in order to see if
they exhibit different levels of involvement in the college
experience.

The literature indicates that the inability to
integrate into the social and academic fabric of the
institution can be a major factor in a student's decision to
drop out. What constitutes adequate integration, and the
degree of influence integration has on the enrollment
decision vary from individual to individual. A considerable
amount of research indicates that a student's interactions
within the college setting are dependent upon the particular
background characteristics that the student brings to
college

(Astin, 1962; Centra & Rock, 1969; Thistlethwaite &

Wheeler, 1966; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1980). Examples of
these characteristics are the resulting effects of
socialization, academic ability, and commitment to a goal.

College has a greater impact when the student is
actively engaged in several facets of campus life.
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Involvement in campus activities and associations with the
faculty provide for a broad range of social and personal
benefits attributable to the college experience (Pace,

1974). Pace (1982) concluded that, once the student got to
college, what mattered most in success was not who the
student is, or where the student attended but rather the
"Quality" of effort exerted.

Institutions vary in the type of experience they
provide, and consequently, the nature of the outcomes (Pace,
1974).

The popular acceptance of the premise that

environments influence behavior has been demonstrated many
times in past educational research (Pace, 1964). For
example, Fleming (1984) found that a climate of hostility or
racism is not conducive to the success of black students.

According to Astin (1982) many students perceive college
campuses as hostile.

An environment that does not appreciate or acknowledge
individual worth and existence may cause that student to
experience loneliness, social isolation and alienation, and
adversely effect academic success (wright, 1987). Just as
university environments vary so do different departments and
schools within each institution (Pace, 1964). A student who
enters an unsupportive campus environment will have lowered
satisfaction with the college experience which can result in
premature exit from campus without a degree (Wright, 1987).
Some have observed that many colleges, and especially
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universities, seem more concerned with processing large
numbers of students efficaciously, rather than attempting to
maximize student learning (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991). A
tangible difference exists between those institutions which
place the student at the center of its everyday life as
compared to those which place student welfare second to
other goals (Tinto, 1990).

This feeling of difference, or not fitting-in, can
significantly affect to what extent a student becomes

integrated into the university environment. The degree of
integration may be measured by the quality of effort the
student exerts to participate in the various activities
available at the university.

Study Objectives

The specific objectives of this study were to determine
if quality of effort, as measured by the College Student
Experiences Ouestionnajre Revised third. edition (Pace,
1990)

differs between freshmen students enrolled at Oregon
State University who graduated from high schools in
RRDC and their non-RRDC cohorts.

differs between students enrolled in natural

resource management majors and those enrolled in other
majors at Oregon State University.
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In the context of the problem as stated earlier, these
are the relevant objectives because, if Oregon State
University is to provide an environment (academic, social,
faculty and administration) which is conducive to the
retention of freshmen students from rural resource dependent
communities, then it follows that we must understand what
aspects of the college experience, as we provide it,

contribute to the students' participation. The information
derived might then find application in the development of
methods of intervention to mitigate the negative effects of
the experience.

Similarly, this study will help elucidate differences
between students enrolled in natural resource management
majors and those who are not. This will provide insight into
whether or not there is a significant difference in quality
of effort exerted by the students in these two groups. Based
on the findings of this research, it may then be possible to
eliminate unnecessary barriers to the success of the
students in these natural resource management programs.

Hypotheses
The fundamental hypothesis of this study is that
freshman students entering Oregon State University from
Rural Resource Dependent Communities who have difficulties
in completing their first year do so because of their
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inability to integrate into the academic and social fabric

of the University. A corollary hypothesis is that students
enrolled in natural resource management curricula will
indicate greater involvement (quality of effort) in the
college experience.

The following null hypotheses have been formulated to
guide analysis of data evaluated in this study:
Students from Rural Resource Dependent Communities
will show no significant difference from non-RRDC
students in level of effort they make (as indicated by
CSEO) to integrate into the academic and social
environment of the University.

Students enrolled in Natural Resource Management
majors will show no significant difference in level of
effort, from that of students enrolled in other majors.

Limitations of the Study

Within the context of this investigation are factors
which limit the ability to generalize the findings of this
study:

1. Only those students from ruial resource-dependent
communities who enrolled as freshmen directly after
graduation from high school were included in the study,

so generalization can not be made to those students who
follow another path to a college education.
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2. The study was limited to an examination of the
theoretical guidelines of Tinto's (1987) model of
student success as indicated by Pace's (1990) measure
of "Quality of effort" using the College Student
Experiences Ouestionnaire. Other theoretical and
methodological approaches to investigate the phenomenon
were not pursued.

Despite these limitations much can be learned about
these students and how Oregon State University affects their
involvement in the college experience.
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CHAPTER II
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

College attrition has been a perennial problem, yet
despite recognition that the problem exists, students
continue to dropout. During the past fifty years, the
overall attrition rate among college students has remained
stable (Cage, 1993; Dodge, 1991; Lederman, 1993; Morning,

1991; Pantages & Creedon 1978; Porter, 1990) at about fifty
percent. In the course of their lifetimes less than 40
percent of those who enter higher education will ever earn a
bachelor's degree (Anderson, 1985).

Several different approaches to understanding the
college dropout phenomenon exist, and a confusion persists
about the true nature of retention and the causes of
premature withdrawal. Many factors contribute to decisions
by students to dropout of college (Bean, 1982). Inadequate
academic performance has been identified as a causative
factor, but it often is not the primary reason for dropping
out of college, as most withdrawals are voluntary (Tinto,

1987). Kaisner (1991) suggests that decisions to withdraw
center more commonly on the personal life of the student
than on academic difficulties, and Porter (1990) indicates
that the majority of those who are not successful encounter
problems during the first year. A critical period for
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students occurs in the initial six weeks of the first
semester, especially at large, residential institutions
(Tinto, 1982).

To understand why a freshman student remains enrolled
at a particular institution during and after the first year,
one must consider three major areas: the individual student,

the institution, and the integration of these two. This
research addresses two questions. One relates to whether the
milieu of Oregon State University enhances or detracts from
the integration of students from rural resource-dependent
communities (RRDC) of Oregon into the social and academic
fabric of the university. A similar set of considerations
exists regarding the second aspect of this research which
addresses whether students integrate to a greater extent if
they major in a Natural Resource Management related program
such as Forestry, Fisheries or Wildlife.

Several themes are identified in the literature about
withdrawal from college. They include difficulty with the
transition into college, lack of goals, uncertainty about
the benefits of college, academic underpreparation, and
financial difficulties (Gordan, 1985; Kalsner, 1991; Noel,
1985; Pace, 1964; Pantages & Creedon, 1978; Tinto, 1987).

Developed from these themes, several theoretical models have
been proposed to explain attrition, each incorporating one
or more of these aspects.
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Theoretical Approaches to Student Departure
During the past twenty-five years a large quantity of
theories and models have been propose to explain the forces
influencing student development, achievement and
persistence. However, until the early 1970's there were few
works that related to the development of adolescents. Singer
(1968), conducting a search of the Annual Review of

Psycholoay from 1950 to 1968, found virtually no discussion
of development during the college years. Outside of the work
of Erik Erikson (1968), very little effort had been made to
help "understand the feelings and behaviors of today's
American youth" (Keniston, 1971. p.3). The situation now is
quite different as Pascarella and Terenzini (1991) point
out:

Indeed, the growth in theory development is one of the
most striking and significant trends in the study of
collegiate impact over the last two decades. In fact,
depending upon how strictly one defines theory, twenty
or more candidates are identifiable to guide an inquiry
into how students change in the collegiate setting or
to suggest what sorts of policy or programmatic
interventions might be the most effective in promoting
an institution's educational goals. (p. 15).
Each theory attempts to explain essentially the same
processes, but approaches the subject matter from a
different direction. Theories have been developed relating
to student success by such researchers as Astin, 1984; Pace,
1982; Pascarella, 1980; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1979, 1980,
1991; Shirley, 1986; Tinto, 1987; Wisner, 1984.
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Investigations about withdrawal behavior and retention are
most often grounded in one of several models developed from
these theories to predict such behavior. The diversity of
available theoretical grounds for the study of undergraduate
persistence amplifies the need to select the appropriate
model or theory for any particular piece of research or
policy making process.

Generally speaking these models access the problem from
either the perspective of the person-environment, or a
developmental process approach. The following is a brief
review of several models pertinent to this investigation.

College Fit Model

One of the early theoretical paradigms, known as the
College Fit model, was posited by Pace and Stern (1958). The
model suggests that student persistence is increased where
attitudes, values and beliefs of the student and the
institution are in harmony.

Needs-Press Model

Stern's (1970) "needs-press" model of students and the
college environment, proposes that those psychological needs
which give purpose and direction to a person's behavior, and
the situational pressure or press to behave in a particular
manner, facilitate or curtail the satisfaction of individual
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needs. The credibility of this model has been enhanced by
other studies which concluded that the likelihood of a
student remaining enrolled at a particular institution is
better if the student attends college where the social
background of the other students is similar to his own
(Astin, 1975; Cope & Hannah, 1975; Pervin, 1968).

Force Field Analysis of College Persistence
Anderson (1985) states that, based on fifteen years of
directing academic support programs, he is able to identify
those forces which either produce academic success and
persistence or failure and withdrawal. He developed a model
based on Lewin's (1951) field theory approach to behavioral
study. Lewin's theory has a social and interpersonal
emphasis that posits that the causes of behavior are
determined by the combination of characteristics of the
person and the environment, and that these causes vary in
strength and direction. The changes made by an individual
are influenced by the forces that promote or hinder the
behavior associated with those changes (Anderson, 1985).
Anderson (1985) lists forces which are either negative
or positive in their effect, and are either external
influences or internal forces. Figure 1 shows Anderson's
force field analysis of college persistence. The forces are
not equal, but vary in magnitude of influence and in type.
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Figure 1. Force Field Analysis of College Persistence
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Due to variation among individual personalities, the
strength of each force is different for each person. As a
consequence, individual and group differences must be taken
into consideration, and institutional variation must be
accounted for as well. Thus, in order to better understand
attrition, it becomes necessary to assess both the student
and the institution (Anderson, 1985).

A singular penultimate reason for withdrawal from
college is the exception, not the rule. Anderson points out
that a complex network of "causal factors, forces, or
obstacles" are acting upon individuals. As factors are
identified which affect certain groups of students or a
particular student, an assessment of the intensity of
influence can be made, and programs, services and polices
can be designed to promote persistence.

Spady's Undergraduate Drop-out Model

William Spady (1970) developed a model using work from
Lewin's (1936) Person-Environment Fit/Dissonance theory
combined with ideas from Durkheim's (1951) Social
Integration theory. The gist of Lewin's theory is that
behavior is a function of the interaction between an
individual and the environment. In the decision to remain or
leave the environment in question, the choice will depend on
cognitive dissonance or consonance between individual
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beliefs and needs, and the setting's ability to gratify
them. Durkheim's (1951) theory on the phenomenon of suicide
asserts that a person's decision to participate in a given
environment is dependent upon adherence to values which are
similar to the values of those who dominate, and upon
personal interaction and affiliation with other members of
the community. Thus suicide, one of the most individual of
acts, can only be fully understood in its social context
(Robertson, 1987). The probability of suicide increases as

aspects of these two functions of social integration are
diminished (Spady, 1971). Spady posits that dropping out of
college is the metaphorical equivalent of suicide in the
context of the educational milieu. Drawing from this, Spady
proposed a model of student withdrawal (Figure 2).

On the whole these person-environment models do not
venture to explain human development, rather they attempt to
resolve the role of interaction of the individual with the
environment to clarify human behavior. Many of these models
relate to the individual student's perception and
interpretation of the surrounding world. Each perception,

whether of a psychosocial or behavioral nature, is
subjective and unique to the individual student. In sum,

these perceptions define the individual's environment and
influence psychosocial development in a variety of areas
(Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991).

Figure 2. Model of the Undergraduate Dropout Process
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College Impact Models
A second theme among retention theories pertains to
developmental process during the college years. Common to
several of these theories is the increase in awareness of
individual self, and an expanded cognition of roles and
responsibilities to other people. Further these
cognitive-structural theories explain:

The growth of individuality is accompanied by expanded
interpersonal horizons and a growing understanding and
appreciation of the paradoxical merger of dependence
and independence in the concept of interdependence.
This theme is identifiable in Chickering's 'Autonomy'
and 'Identity' vectors; Heath's 'Becoming Integrated'
and 'Becoming Autonomous' dimensions; Loevinger's
'Self-Aware,' 'Conscientious,' and 'Individualistic'
stages (5-7). (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991. p. 43).
Similarities exist among developmental theories and models,

especially in their view of the processes of student
development. That is, psychosocial development is
cumulative, continuous, develops from simpler to more
complex behaviors, and is stage-related.

Several models of student change focus upon the genesis
and processes of change (Wilson, 1981). These "college
impact models" are less explicit than the theories relating
to individual student development, eclectic in nature, the
roots of college impact theory are more diverse, drawing on
sociology, consumer behavior, organizational impact and
industrial psychology (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991).

One of the earliest college impact models was proposed
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and developed by Astin (1970). Based on his own research
which parallel Pace's (1984) work on the effects of quality
of student effort, Astin proposed that, while the
institutional environment is critical to the success of the
student, the student holds a central role since the greater
the involvement, the greater the opportunity for growth and
development. Thus, the consequent impact of college upon a
student is determined according to the student's involvement
with the resources provided by the institution.

Tinto's model of institutional departure

Vincent Tinto's work addressing freshmen student
success provides a more explicit model of the impact of

college, and offers the primary theoretical paradigm for
student withdrawal versus success (1975, 1987). Building on
Spady's (1970) work, Tinto's model (Figure 3) proposes that
success, as defined by retention, is attributable to the
total consequence of academic and social integration, the
student's individual characteristics, personal goals, and
institutional commitment. A degree of conceptual similarity
exists between Astin's (1984, 1985) "involvement" and Pace's
(1984) "quality of effort" although the role that the

investment of physical and psychological energy has in
retention is only implied in Tinto's model. Tinto focuses on
college attrition, and indicates that negative experiences

Figure 3. A Model of Student Departure
(Tinto, 1987)
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can affect integration and act as a distancing factor,

promoting marginality, thus leading to a decrease in social
and academic interaction, and eventually withdrawal.
In his model of institutional departure, Tinto (1987)

eludes to the difficulties encountered by rural students
entering college. His findings are supported by other
researchers who conclude that the educational attainment of
the rural population continues to lag behind that of urban
populations (Rogers, 1988). Children in rural communities
begin school at a later age, progress more slowly, and
attain fewer years of education (Nachtigal, 1982). Each of
these areas can negatively affect the success rate of
students entering universities from small towns and rural
communities.

Pascarella's model

Pascarella (1980) created a model which drew on the
work of Spady (1970) and Tinto (1975). He suggested a
general model that includes many of the interactive aspects
of Tinto's work, giving consideration to both instructional
characteristics and the general environment of the
institution (Figure 4), thus making it applicable to
multi-institutional studies of the effects that college has
upon students. Expanding on his own work (1980) and that of
Pace, (1979) Weidman (1989) and others, Pascarella suggests

Figure 4. Pascarella's 1980 Student/Faculty Contact Model
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that development is a function of the direct and indirect
effects of five sets of variables included in the model: the
student background and precollege characteristics, structure
and organization of the institution, and the college
environment. These five influence another cluster of
variables which involve quality and quantity of interactions
with the major socializing agents on campus. Quality of
effort stems from the student's background characteristics
and the general institutional ambience. The studies arising
from the models address general categories within the
student retention problem. Research has focused on the
consequences of specific university programs and services
intended to slow or stop students from dropping out. Another
genre of research concentrates on student entry-level
characteristics, to aid in the identification of "at risk"
populations. A substantial component of the research is
descriptive, and attempts to determine which students depart
early, and which remain (Bean, 1982; Ramaker, 1992).

Socialization processes

A factor common to each of these models is the
student's background, which contributes to their response to
the school experience. Kimble (1990) points out that
children who live in dissimilar settings are treated or
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socialized differently. Thus, given these models as the
basis for investigation, it becomes pertinent to explore the
processes of socialization.

Socialization of youth occurs when adults and youth
teach a society's rules to children to help them better fit
into that society. Individuals who mature under different
circumstances socialize differently (Kimble, 1990). Poplin
(1979) indicates that along with the family, the school

plays a key role in socializing the young. The freshman year
of college has been characterized as being a time of both
socialization and desocialization (Feldman & Newcomb, 1969).

Social pressure which influences an individual to
unlearn current attitudes, beliefs, values, and behaviors is
also referred to as resocialization. Conversely
socialization is pressure to learn new values, attitudes and
beliefs, as well as to participate in new customs and
behaviors (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991. Socialization
affects one's understanding of oneself and one's place in
society (Berkowitz, 1990).

A person's origin, language usage, and experiences
significantly affect the outcome of the socialization
process (Desmonde, 1957). Latane's (1981) social impact
theory identifies some of the major factors involved in
social influence. Strength, immediacy and numbers of the
influencing group directly affect how one is socialized.
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Latane indicates that the effects are multiplicative, so
that a moderate level in all three categories is more
influential than a high level in one and very low levels in
the other two.

Stereotypes and Self-image

How we perceive ourselves and those around us is a
complex process. Several assumptions made in understanding
self-categorization process are widely shared in social
psychology. Self-concept is a cognitive component of the
psychological and information-processing system which a
person has to define oneself. Individuals possess multiple
concepts of self, and each of these are comprised of several
parts. Stemming from psychoanalytic theory, Aliport (1954)

proposed that stereotypes satisfy unconscious needs of the
individual. Individuals with low self-esteem berate other
groups of people, compare their own self-image to that of
the derogated group, and perceive themselves more favorably,

thus boosting their own self-esteem (Crocker et al, 1987;
Eber & Fiske, 1984; Fiske & Neither, 1989; Hamilton &
Gif ford, 1976; Hamilton & Rose, 1980; Hamilton & Sherman,

1989; Stephan, 1989; Taylor, 1981; Trolier, 1986; Turner,
1987.

Social learning theory suggests that stereotypes are
transmitted culturally through socialization processes
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(Hamilton, 1991; Strobe & Insko, 1989). The theory proposes

stereotypes are based on social influences derived from
peers, parents, school, community and the mass media (Strobe
& Insko, 1989), and that there is a desire to display
opinion conformity to gain in-group acceptance (Bar-Tal,
1989).

Humans have an inherent need to be a part of social

groups, and the influence that groups have on behavior has
been studied by many researchers, i.e. Kirschenman &
Neckerman (1991), Rothbart & John (1985), and Bobo & Kluegel
(1991). This is critical in the retention of freshmen
students who enter the university and are, in essence,

making a cognitive decision to change groups, values and
behaviors to conform to new in-groups.

Socialization also plays a primal role in the
development of one's own self-concept and contributes to
one's discernment of others (Markus, 1977; Markus, Smith &
Morland, 1985; Tedeschi, 1985), by providing a framework for
the perception and organization of one's own life
experiences. Self-concept arises from a set of schema that
organize past experiences and interpret relevant stimuli in
the social environment. This theory proposes that
individuals have a concept of self based on their
perceptions of themselves, and a conception of their ideal
self based on who they think they would like to be (Assael,

1983). It is also broadly and methodically used as an
interpretive framework for processing the thoughts, feelings
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and behaviors of other people.

Undergraduate socialization, Weidman's model

Based primarily on his own research, and building upon
the work of Chickering (1969) and Astin (1984), Weidjuan

(1989) proposed a model (Figure 5) of undergraduate

socialization which incorporates both the psychological and
social influences on student development and change. Because

of the recent nature of this model, its use and validity for
practical purposes, as well as research, has not been
examined.

Intuitively, however, this model makes sense. Like
Tinto and Pascarella, Weidinan hypothesizes that many forces

are at work simultaneously, varying from time to time as to
degree of importance and influence. Further he posits that
students bring important pre-entry attributes and a complex
of normative pressures from both non-collegiate peer groups
and parents. Weidman's model, unlike some others, recognizes
the continued influence of these non-collegiate groups,

especially the student's parents. These forces constitute a
predisposition which influences the student's social and
academic activities. The context of these involvements may
be either formal or informal and involve interpersonal
interactions, processes and changes. Socialization requires

the student to evaluate and adjust personal goals based on
these normative influences.

Figure 5.A Conceptual Model of Undergraduate Socialization
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In Weidman's model, the process of understanding what
contributes to the successful retention of students from
rural resource-dependent communities during their freshman
year parallels that of other researchers. Most of the
studies done on retention theory and practices have been
conducted at four year institutions, and the bulk of the
research focuses on entering freshmen (Terenzini, Lorang &
Pascarella, 1980).

The Rural Learner

Traditionally, research on university withdrawal has
been directed toward urban students.

Like their urban

counterparts, rural students are subject to most of the
major variables traditionally studied. These variables
include gender, age, employment status, marital status,

financial status, performance in class, and intent to
reenroll. Rural students, however, have special needs and
problems which exacerbate the effects of these influences.

Graduates from small schools experience less success in
college than do graduates from larger schools (Matthias,
1972).

Over one-third of the students educated in the

United States attend rural schools which comprise
approximately three-quarters of the districts in America
(Cross et al 1991).
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The ability of rural schools to provide adequate
training for their students has been questioned (Sher, 1977,

Nachtigal, 1982). The problems associated with rural
education include lack of adequate funding, extended
distance to educational facilities, and the inability to
recruit and retain quality teachers (DeYoung, Huffman &
Turner, 1989). By accepted standards, the rural educational
system provides less educational opportunities, and produces
students less able to cope with urban society (Nachtigal,

1982). Lewis (1918) believes that rural students do not
perform well because no one has given them a vision of the
social significance of education.

The communities themselves are currently under stress
from changes in the composition of th3ir membership due to
urban sprawl, immigration and emigration (Roger, 1988), and
changes in the economic base precipitated by fluctuation of
available resources (Adams, 1989; Burch & DeLuca, 1984;
Graham, 1989; Metzner, 1989).
The entire milieu of ruralism, economics, family,

educational opportunity, and community stress are imparted
to the freshman undergraduate which the university receives.
Rural individuals are not separate, uninvolved entities,

apart from family, community and environment. Rather, they
tend to have family and community more tightly integrated
into their lives than do other groups (Merriam & Cunningham,

1990). The educational effects of family structure and
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economic resources have a strong influence on rural youth
educational achievement (Lichter, Cornwell, & Eggebeen,
1993). These students often express a high level of
allegiance to their families, with a deep recognition of the
value of their parents' and grandparents' hard work (Roger,
1988).

The processes of rural education often do not prepare
the students to move to a metropolitan area to advance their
education, yet, the number of students wishing to relocate
to urban areas is substantial.

Seyfrit (1986), in a study

of high school seniors in rural Utah, found that nearly 80

percent

planned

to migrate to more urban areas soon after

graduation. Stresses experienced during the transition from
high school to college can be severely augmented for persons
who must simultaneously make the
an urban

environment.

transition

from a rural to

Like many other minorities entering

colleges, rural students must go through a process of
acculturation (Wright, 1987). overnight they are shifted
into a new environment (Noel, Levitz & Saluri, 1985). They
have to begin rebuilding support groups, and during the

transition

it is easy to retreat to past associates (Noel,

1985). Also, difficulty in identifying and establishing
contacts with students of similar background and experiences
limits the initiation of social and academic rapport.
How well integrated these individuals become
academically and socially within the University environment
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will contribute to their success and the decision to remain
at Oregon State University to complete their education. A
scarcity of "in school" associates amplifies the absence of
home base support to stay in school. Frequently, retention
is made even more difficult if a formal education is

perceived as "a way out" of the local community, and rural
parents view their children's success in college with mixed
emotions or uneasiness (Weis, 1989).

There is an expanding awareness of the need to help
rural learners be successful at postsecondary education
(McDaniel, 1986). The interest is spawned by current

economic difficulties and consequent unemployment problems
in these communities due to the economic decline of major
rural industries including timber harvest, mining,

agriculture, and fishing. Many look to education as a means
to provide access to new job skills and opportunities.

Others are interested in upgrading qualifications in an
attempt to deal with change (McDaniel, 1986).

A literature review conducted by Brown (1985) cites
numerous studies in which rural students in higher education
have an elevated attrition rate compared to their urban
counter-parts. why this is so is not clear, although some
studies indicate that the origin is not lower academic
achievement. Brown (1985) further concludes that the cause
may be a lack of social skills and the inability to develop
interpersonal interactions, while Downey (1980) attributes
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it to limited views of occupational opportunities and role
models, resulting in a tendency to select from familiar
areas. Uncertain career goals, lack of a major, and
unrealistic expectations are all characteristics commonly
associated with drop-out prone populations (Gordon, 1985).

Aylesworth and Bloom (1976) learned that there is no
distinguishable difference intellectually between rural and
urban college freshmen. Rural students, however, dropped out
more often than their urban cohorts. In these studies
students from rural schools cited such factors as the
problems of dealing with large campus size, impersonality of
the system and the teachers, high levels of stress and
alienation, and difficulty finding other students who were
culturally comparable and friendly.

Learning Process of Rural Students

Underpreparedness for college is a relative condition.
Unprepared students can be broadly defined in an academic
context as a students whose skills, knowledge, and abilities
are significantly below average. In the first year of
college, many underprepared students have difficulty dealing
with courses with high intellectual demands. However, being
unprepared socioculturally for university life is likewise
an aspect of underpreparedness which significantly affects
student retention. This likely is a particular problem for
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rural students. Such students often exhibit problems of
underpreparedness commonly associated with adult learners.

These include a lack of confidence in their ability to learn
and an uncertainty about what to expect. The students may
have difficulty with highly abstract theoretical concepts,

preferring experiential learning which more closely
replicates real-life concrete experiences (Kalsner, 1991).

Van Tilburg (1990) comments that farm families become more
self-reliant in their approach to learning new information,
and individualistic in their learning styles. The rural

learner prefers an individual learning setting and
conceptually distinguishes greater differences between work
and socializing than does the urban counterpart. Typically
education is viewed as work. The rural learner is likely to
feel that only after the work is done, is it time for
socializing (Merriam & Cunningham, 1990).

Pragmatism

permeates their attitudes toward learning situations. The
approach tends to be "Just show me how to do it, or tell me
how and then I'll get on with it," and "Don't bother me with
groups, or socializing" (Van Tilburg, pp 545, 1989). Hence,

rural college students have more difficulty in acculturating
to the college academic and social environments which
emphasize group experience and involvement. Some of the
problem might lie in the fact that,a large proportion of
lower division instruction on most campuses is oriented
toward a passive approach to learning that minimizes student
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involvement. It is true that not all students respond to the
same instructional format in the same manner, however,

evidence suggests that student involvement in learning
increases the meaningful value of the information
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). Student participation can greatly
enhance the learning process (Link, 1981).

A consistent finding among researchers in the field of
student persistence is that those practices by the
institution which increase student engagement and
involvement in the academic and social activities within the
institution have the greatest positive affect upon retention
(Astin, 1975; Beal & Noel, 1980; Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, 1990: Kuh, et al., 1991: Noel,
Levitz, Saluri, and Associates, 1987; Tinto, 1975).

Natural Resource Majors Versus Other Majors
Universities vary from department to department, and
among colleges within the institution (Pace, 1964). The
relevant question in this regard for this study is, do
students who enroll in a major related to natural resource
management become more involved than those in other types of
majors? The implication here is that perhaps the students
and faculties within these departments create an academic
and social milieu which encourages greater integration of
the student than do other departments on campus.
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Participation in College Life

In its 1984 report on involvement and learning, the
National Institute of Education concluded that student
involvement (or integration) is the single most important
area for improving undergraduate education in the United
States of America. Kaisner (1991) asserts that involvement
equates to the amount of time and effort a student expends
in college-related activities. Conceptually, involvement may
be perceived as a continuum relating to each of the various
aspects of college life. Representatives of the low end of
the continuum would be students who "live off-campus, who
come only to attend classes, who devote minimum effort to
their academic activities, and whose lives are concerned
primarily with persons and events outside the institution"
(Astin, 1984, pp 21). The other end might be represented by

students who live in campus housing, participate in various
social aspects of the university and center the majority of
their time to school related matters and activities.
There are several variables that can be examined in
determining degree of integration. Some of these are
consistent with several of the models previously discussed,

though there are others too. The following is a brief
description of these variables.
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Pre-Entry Attributes

The capacity of a particular individual to adjust to a
significantly different environment depends upon personal
characteristics and values (Swift, 1988). Each student comes
to the university with a unique set of attributes. These
attributes include psychosocial development, intelligence,

where they grew up, the type of schooling they experienced,
gender, economic status and family educational background
(Corley, 1989, Erikson, 1982). The overall influence these

have upon the individual's values and world views
contributes to a disposition (favorable or unfavorable)
toward learning (Boucouvalas and Krupp, 1990).

Institutional Experiences

In 1978, Cope proposed that a student's decision to
attend or withdraw from college depended on several factors
relating to that student's overall perception and evaluation
of the college experience. Institutional experiences include
interaction with the social and academic aspects of the
college, Wright (1984) found that long before academic
performance became the deciding factor, lack of academic
commitment influenced the student's decision to drop out.

Other factors, many external to the institution, also
significantly affect the decision to withdraw from School.
However, among those relative to the on-campus experience,
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academic and social integration are viewed as exerting
strong influences on student retention (Shirley, 1986,
Terenzini & wright, 1987).

Students enter college for a wide variety of reasons.

Some have well-focused goals and aspiration, with clear
ideas of where their schooling is leading. Beyond the
typical goals of degrees and jobs, other considerations such
as self-edification or making a contribution to society may
significantly affect a student's decision to enroll. The
decision to remain enrolled at a particular institution may,

however, be significantly influenced by perceptions of
access to opportunities to hone social and interpersonal
skills (Astin, 1990), and by financial considerations.

It is widely recognized that economically disadvantaged
college and university students are at high risk in terms of
attrition (Fox, 1986; Lichter, Cornwell, & Eggebeen, 1993).

Families of rural youth often have limited ability to afford
the full college experience for their children. Consequently
these students may feel pressure to help the family, and
often consider that college interferes with their ability to
contribute financially (Anderson, 1985).

Motivation and Intent to Complete a Degree
Motivation of the student as a possible predictor of
persistence has been of continued interest to researchers.
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Various indicators have been used, such as commitment to
higher education and the institution and reasons for
attending school. Suinmerskill (1962) felt that this was an

important area to study, but tricky because of the diversity
of reasons one attends college, making motivation a
difficult variable to sort out. Its importance, however, was
recognized by Tinto (1975) who indicated that once ability
was taken into account, individual commitment to the goal of
completing college was the next most influential variable.

Several studies have suggested that personal commitment and
expectation to complete college are major factors in whether
or not students persist (Hackman & Taber, 1979; Marks, 1967;
Munro, 1981; Rossman & Kirk, 1970).

Research Paradigm
In view of the theories, models and investigations
about student retention and in view of the specific problems
identif led for this research, the following framework for

investigation has been developed. A schematic diagram of the
relationships among variables in the framework is shown in
Figure 6. Depicted as separate entities which interact are
the incoming student and the university milieu. The student
is affected by the institution, its people and processes, as
well as the pressures of precollege associations. The
individual students respond to and become part of the
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Figure 6. A Framework for Investigating Student Retention
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activities around them. The model posits that if a student
exerts quality effort integrating into the academic and
social fabric of the institution, satisfaction with the
experience will lead to an intent to return.

Student Integration Effort

The variables to be examined in this study to assess
quality of effort will encompass all indices in the CSEO
including those which are oriented toward either the
academic or the social aspects of the college experience.

Those relating to academics include questions regarding
library use, interaction with faculty, in class effort,
involvement in art related activities, writing, and

involvement in the sciences. Those questions oriented toward
social integration include use of the student union,
athletic and recreation facilities, clubs and organizations,

personal experiences, student acquaintances, residence hail
activities, topics of conversation, and conversion and
application of learned knowledge. In sum, measures of these
variables indicate the amount of effort the student
contributes to becoming involved in the various aspects of
the university environment.
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University Milieu

Another set of variables investigates the university
environment itself. These variables emphasize the student's
perception of the college environment. Among those most
pertinent to this research are those which emphasize how
well the student liked going to school at Oregon State
University, and whether that student would choose Oregon
State if they were starting over. Further, these variables
examine perceived relevance and practical value of courses,
development of esthetic, expressive and creative qualities,

critical and evaluative thinking skills, and vocational and
occupational competence. Another set of variables which
relate to student retention and the college environment are
relationships with other students, with faculty members, and
with administrative offices and personnel.

As previously stated, theoretical models guide research
in student retention. Various principles are posited
regarding those factors most salient to the success of
students as defined by retention. The dominant organizing
principle used in student retention theory has been the
assessment of student "fit", meaning how well the individual
fits into the institutional culture and how this milieu
affects the desire to remain enrolled. In this setting,
"Fit" is described by Beal and Noel (1980) as:
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moral and social interaction, meaningful contact
between the student and the faculty, development of
relationships between students and those who care about
them and the responsiveness of the institutions to the
needs the students feel (p. 21).
Pace and Stern (1958) further describe "Fit" as the
congruence between the values, attitudes and goals of the
student and the college they are attending. The better the
fit or congruence, the more likely the student is to remain
enrolled. This fit, coupled with academic and social
interactions, comprises integration of the student into the
institution, precipitating a commitment to persist and
complete a degree. Thus, integration equates to involvement
and can include academic and social aspects relating to both
faculty and peers. Both Astin (1977) and Pace (1984) specify
that those students who feel themselves a part of campus
activities are most likely to remain in college.

Numerous assertions have been made regarding the
difficulty encountered by students who enter residential
universities and colleges. As a result several models have
been developed and applied to freshman populations. Studies
have shown that rural students have a more difficult time
than their urban counterparts in attaining a college degree,

the ultimate goal of college attendance. The qualitative and
quantitative energies a student expends in the college
experience determines the quality of the experience, the
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greater the involvement the stronger the likelihood that
learning and development will occur (Astin,- 1977; Corley,
1989; Pace, 1984).

Thus, based on these observations, the following
working hypotheses were posited to guide this investigation:

Working Hypotheses
Students from Rural Resource Dependent Communities

exhibit less quality of effort at integrating into the
academic and social fabric of Oregon State University
during the freshman year than do non-RRDC cohorts.
Students in natural resource management majors

exhibit greater involvement in the college experience
than do their cohorts who are in other majors.

Based on these hypotheses, this study examines the
"quality of effort" put forth by freshman students from
rural resource-dependent communities, and its affect on
their intent to return to Oregon State University following
their freshman year. Additionally, this research compares
the students who major in an area related to natural
resource management with those who do not, to see if those
who major in NRI4 put forth more effort toward integration
into the institutional fabric.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS

In chapters one and two rural resource dependent
students and retention research and theory were described
and a conceptual model to guide this investigation was
posited. Chapter III describes the methods used in this
investigation. Both qualitative and quantitative techniques
were used to identify variables relating to freshmen year
retention of students from Rural Resource Dependent
Communities (RRDC) who enter Oregon State University
directly after graduation from high school.

The Population

The participants in the study were students who
enrolled at Oregon State University (O.S.U.), a Northwestern
Land, Sea and Space Grant institution. Participants were
from the entire population of students first enrolling as
freshmen in

l9O, 1991,

and 1992 at O.S.U. Three subgroups

of this population were identified for this research. One
group was comprised of the entire population of students
from RRDC high schools, another was composed of students

majoring in natural resource management programs, and the
third was a random sample of cohorts drawn from the entire
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population, excluding the other two subgroups. From this
selection a like sample of non-RRDC freshmen was drawn to
compare with the population of RRDC freshmen.

To identify students from Rural Resource Dependent
Communities, definitions for "resource dependent community"
and "rural school district" were necessary. Natural resource
students were identified based on their major, with
forestry, range, fisheries, wildlife and related majors
being the focus.

Rural School District
Rurality is in the eye of the definer (Owens, 1980)
and, because of this, the definition of rural often varies.

The federal government defines rural as "all areas outside
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas with a population
fewer than 2,500 persons and fewer than 1,000 persons per
square mile" (Census Bureau, 1987). However, in reality,

ruralness is a continuum. Individual areas are classified

based on

multiple factors including subcultures and

environmental setting.

Each area is unique, and the relative ruralness is a
composite factor of topography, distance from other
population centers and major transportation corridors,

population scarcity, and economic base. A rural area can
include non-metropolitan areas, sparsely populated areas, or
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remote areas. Rural school districts have a specific
definition. The statistical parameters utilized by the U.S.
Off ice of Special Education Programs classifies a school

district as rural when either the number of inhabitants is
fewer than 150 per square mile, or it is located in a county
where 60% or more of the population lives in communities of
5,000 or fewer (U.S. Department of Education, 1987; Van
Tilburg & Moore, 1990). Ruralness does not necessarily imply
small school district, but often the districts are small.

A school district is small if fewer than 2,000 students
are enrolled in grades K-8 or K-12. A secondary school with
an enrollment of 750 or fewer in any combination of grades
7-12 is considered small. A very small high school has fewer
than 350 students.

In this study, these parameters were

used as general

guidelines for identifying rural school districts. In
addition, however, many educators solve the definitional
problems by being pragmatic--if those served by a school
district perceive themselves as residents of a rural area,

then the school district is rural. During interviews with
Counselors and Principals of the schools in this study,

interviewers were asked if they believed that their school
was a rural school. In almost all cases the respondents
perceptions coincided with classifications defined by the
general guidelines. One exception was Bandon, where one
counselor believed the school was not rural because of the
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high amount of tourism in the area. He believed this exposed
the students to a greater diversity of people and thus was
more urban.

School districts or schools meeting either of the above

definitions (rural and/or small) were also classified for
their remoteness. Those in a location 100 or more miles from
the nearest nonsmall school district were considered remote
or isolated. While this might be one factor in the character
of a school, in this study, more emphasis was placed on
rural and small characteristics than on remoteness. Due to
topography and climate, schools in Oregon can be relatively
isolated or remote without meeting the above distance
standard. An example of this is Butte Falls in Jackson

County. Butte Falls is only about 40 miles from Medford, but
is isolated part of the year by snow and difficult driving
conditions, thus limiting access to the metropolitan area.

Resource Dependent Community
Defining a Resource Dependent Community was necessary.

A study undertaken at Oregon State University in 1990 was
the prime source of information for identifying these
communities (Byrne, 1990). In that study, "community"

commonly referred to a town, city, incorporated area, region
or other geographical area. Communities were often viewed as
regions, rather than isolated towns and 21 resource
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dependent communities were identified in Oregon. The
criteria used for identification were economic indicators

such as the number of firms in a resource products industry
within a particular community, or the proportion of
employment that a particular resource industry represented
within a community. Additionally, the community's location
in terms of proximity to major transport and population
centers was considered in establishing its ruralness.

The following parameters were used in the O.S.U. study
to identify the major characteristics of Resource Dependent
Communities:

Economic dependence on a single resource

product with a large percentage of the better jobs with
a single employer or in support of a single industry.
Community resources related to a resource

dependent industry with the dominant community
infrastructure, leadership, retail and commercial
endeavors oriented toward servicing that base.
Location--the community grew to serve the

industry and may have been established for reasons that
are no longer valid, for example, available federal
timber contracts.

In selecting rural resource dependent communities for
this study, two of the characteristics, economic dependence
on resource based products and location, were the core
criteria for judging what constituted a Rural Resource
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Dependent Community. In addition, however, an evaluation of
resource dependency by the Principals, Counselors and
Students of the communities, also was used as a pragmatic
measure for inclusion.

Table I lists the towns and regions considered to be
resource dependent communities because of the large
employment in a single industry. Those regions where
resource products employment constituted 70% or more of the
number of people employed in manufacturing were included.
The percentage of people in the community employed in the
resource industry is shown in parenthesis directly after the
community name. As an additional indicator of ruralness,

those with a poor location in respect to population centers
and ease of access to transportation corridors were
considered to be more remote and consequently rural. In each
case the higher the number, the greater the influence of the
criteria. The data are summarized below, with each region
rated on a scale of 1-5 for degree of dependence.
Thus:

For economic dependence criterion:

1 = low level of dependence on the resource industry.
5 = high dependence on the resource products industry.
For location criterion:

1 = good location with ready access to transport facilities
and population center.
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5 = poor location with respect to transport and population
centers.

TABLE 1

Communities included as Rural Resource Dependent
Communities

Economic. Dep.

Kiamath Falls (77%)

Location

4

3

4

3

Chiloquin, Kiamath Falls
Bend (75%)

Bend, Crescent, Gilchrist, La Pine, Madras, Powell
Butte,

Prineville, Redmond, Sisters, Warm Springs.
Roseburg (85%)

5

2

Camas Valley, Canyonville, Dillard, Glide, Myrtle
Creek,

Oakland, Riddle, Roseburg, Sutherlin, Umpqua, Winston.
Coquille (79%)

5

3

Bandon, Coos Bay, Coquille, North Bend, Norway,
Myrtle Point, Powers, Reedsport.
Hines (93%)

5

5

5

5

Burns, Hines.
Brookings (74%)

Brookings, Gold Beach Harbor, Port Orford
Lakeview (99%)

Lakeview

5

5
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TABLE 1, Continued
John Day (98%)

5

5

Days Creek, John Day, Prairie City.
Mapleton (87%)

3

4

Deadwood, Florence, Mapleton, Swisshome.
Heppner (88%)

5

5

5

5

Heppner
Oakridge (91%)

Oakridge, Westfir.

Using a map of the state of Oregon, the above
information, and data provided by the Department of
Education's Oregon School Directory, an analysis by overlay
process was possible to define and choose those schools in
the state which most closely fit the operational definition
of a rural high school in a resource dependent community.

Table 2 shows the schools so identified and the counties in
which they are located.

TABLE 2

Rural High Schools from Resource Dependent Communities
Name of High School

County
Benton

Alsea
Phil omath

Coos

Bandon
Coquille
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TABLE 2, Continued
Curry

Gold Beach
Pacific (Langlois)
Grant

Grant Union
Harney
Burns
Crane

Jackson
Butte Falls
Prospect
Kl amath

Gilchrist
Lost River
Lake

Lakeview
North Lake
Paisley
Lincoln
Eddyv ill e

Morrow
Heppner
Riverside
Wallowa

Enterprise
Joseph
Wall owa

In Fall term of 1992, Oregon State University received
Applications from 64 students from these high schools and
thirty-seven students actually matriculated. All of the
students who entered O.S.TJ. from these high schools were

included in this study. This was the lowest year for
applications and enrollment of freshmen from these districts
in three years. Seventy-two students applied in 1991 and
forty-seven matriculated, and 107 applied in 1990 with
sixty-six students enrolling as freshmen.
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A like sample was selected from the remainder of the
students who enrolled at o.s.u. during each of those same
years.

Research Approach
There is a recognized need to better understand some of
the hard-to--measure characteristics of institutions and

organizations (Peterson, 1985) including organizational
culture, learning environment and socialization (Aanstoos,

1986; Deal and Kennedy, 1982; Hedberg, 1981). Toward this
end, increased effort has been directed into research
methods which probe the subtleties of institutional life. In
the search for understanding, the use of qualitative methods
is receiving new interest (Hedegaard & Hakkarainen, 1986).

Falling within the rubric of aualitative research methods
are several genre of techniques including observation, case
studies, ethnography, interviews, and focus groups (Crowson,

1987). Maslow (1970) stated that customary scientific
technique of dissection and reductive analysis, which have
worked in the inorganic world, are just nuisances when
seeking knowledge of living organisms, and are inadequate
for studying people in general. However, it would be wrong
to perceive research methodology as a single
continuum--ranging from qualitative to quantitative. Smith
and Heshusius (1986) state that despite the fundamentally
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different epistemological tradition of qualitative and
quantitative methods, the two are potentially compatible
systems of investigation, and that, in fact, they can be
cooperatively employed to serve a particular research
endeavor. This research incorporates just such a compatible
system of investigation.

Qualitative

Following a review of the literature related to
Freshman retention processes, a series of interviews were
conducted with Principals and Counselors from schools
located in Rural Resource Dependent Communities. The purpose
of these interviews was to ascertain what those individuals
expect would contribute to the success of students from
their communities after they enrolled as Freshmen at Oregon
State University. Interviews with senior year students from
these same schools followed, to learn their perceptions. At
the completion of this process, and considering the variety
of perceptions which basically encompassed all the
parameters common to student success models, it was decided
to hold a focus group with students who had enrolled at
Oregon State University from the selected RRDC as first year
freshmen in 1992. This focus group was conducted the first
week of their second quarter of enrollment. Again, the
important factors indicated for consideration by the
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participants were typically the same as those noted by the
majority of the retention process theories, with special
regard for the processes of academic and social integration.
Based on results of this procedure, it was decided to

utilize the College Student Experiences Ouestionnaire to
investigate for statistically significant differences in

quality of effort exerted by Freshmen RRDC students who
enter Oregon State University and by the general first year
Freshmen population.

Interviews.

Individual interviews and a focus group were the

primary methods of data collection in the initial stages of
the research. Interviews were done with Principals and
Counselors from school districts representative of those

investigated in this study. Interviews were also conducted
with High School Seniors from the schools. In all cases, the
interviews focused on perceived benefits and barriers to
completion of a college education at Oregon State

University, based on the experience of having graduated from
high school in a Rural Resource Dependent Community.

Focus Group.

The use of Focus Groups as a self-contained method of
gathering supplementary information for both qualitative and
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quantitative research is widely recognized. Focus groups can
be particularly helpful in the preliminary stages of
research. One of the strengths lies in their ability to
explore topics and generate hypotheses (Morgan,
1988). "Focus groups are discussion groups that meet only
once and concentrate on a specific topic" (Kuh et al pp 388,
1991).

Focus group discussions can yield information that is
helpful in discovering values and feelings of various groups
(Kuh et al, 1991). In this study, the topic of the focus

group was Freshman Year Experiences at Oregon State
University. Ample opportunity was allowed for exploration of
related spontaneous subjects, attempting to insure that a
comprehensive understanding of the participants' thinking
was obtained (Morgan, 1988). Often one spontaneous subject
led to the next. Eventually the students addressed each of
the factors indicated as critical to this investigation:
academic preparedness, university environment, social
skills, quality of effort and integration.

The focus group was recorded using two tape recorders
so that all information generated could be retrieved. The
tapes were transcribed and input into an IBM Compatible
386-SX computer utilizing The Ethnograph program for
text-based data (Seidel, Kjolseth, & Seymour, 1988). This
allowed the information to be categorized and sorted by
subject discussed.
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Selecting the Sample For the Focus Group
The focus group was selected from the population of
students from RRDC who entered the university as first
quarter Freshmen in Fall term 1992. There were thirty-seven
students in the total population. Ten names were selected to
be invited to participate in the Focus Group. The names of
the students in the population were arranged alphabetically,

and assigned numbers by order of position on the list, with
the first name to appear given the number one, and the last
given the number thirty-seven.

A random numbers table from Scheaffer, Mendenhall &
Ott, (Appendix table 3, 1979) was used to select the ten
students to participate in the focus group. A letter was
then sent to these ten students inviting them to attend the
focus group session during the first week of Winter
Term--the second quarter of the academic year. Along with
the letter of invitation, the student was sent a return
address envelope and a form to return indicating whether or
not they planned to attend the session. Pizza and sodas were
provided and the focus group was held between 5:30 and 7:30
P.M. A follow-up call was made the day before the focus
group session to remind the students, and to reinvite them
to attend. Eight of the ten students selected were in
attendance.
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Quantitative

Using the College Student Experiences Ouestionnaire, a
pilot study was performed upon three students who
participated in the focus group, and two randomly selected
freshmen from outside the RRDC student population. The pilot
surveys were taken by the selected students, and were
followed directly by a debriefing session. During the
debriefing, the survey was reviewed, and questions and
comments about its content were discussed. The purpose of
the pilot study was (1) to determine if the focus group
students felt that the questions on the CSEO addressed the
majority of their concerns, and (2) to test its use with
students who were unfamiliar with the research project. At
the beginning of the session a student was presented with an
envelope, the content of which was similar to the ones
received by survey participants. After reviewing the cover
letter and instructions, the pilot study participants were
given the opportunity to ask questions to clarify
instructions, if necessary. They then completed the
questionnaire, and a debriefing conference followed to
clarify any questions they had about the survey, its content
or the process in general.

In addition to the CSEO, there were ten questions added
to the questionnaire, including eight taken from the work of
Pascarella and Terenzini (1980) (Table 3). Those chosen were
the most heavily weighted questions from each of five
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clusters that parallel aspects of the CSEO. The purpose of
this action was as an additional measure of validity of the
instrument chosen for this research.

Pace (1982) indicates

that the questionnaire has several examples of congruent or
validating relationships between what is known as fact and
students' ratings. Intent to return is highly correlated
with whether or not the student will re-enroll at an

institution

(Pascarella and Terenzini, 1980), and so the

ninth question inquired about their intent to return to
Oregon State University the following fall term. "Do you
intend to return to Oregon State University in the Fall of
1993?"

The one remaining question was to be answered by

upperclassmen only, and addressed perceived involvement in
the university environment. The çuestion asked "To what
degree would you say that your involvement in University
activities has changed since your Freshman year?"

TABLE 3

Pascarella and Terenzini (1980) Ouestions
Used in Supllemental Questionnaire

Scale/Item
Scale I: Peer-Group Interactions
Since coming to this university I have
developed close personal relationships
with other students.
The student friend ships I have developed
at this university have been personally
satisfying.
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TABLE 3, Continued
It has been difficult for me to meet and
make friends with rnother students.

Scale II:

Interactions

with Faculty

My nonclassroom interactions with faculty
have had a positive influence on my
personal growth, values, and attitudes.
My nonclassroom interactions with faculty
have had a positive influence on my
career goals and aspirations.
Scale III: Faculty Concerns for Student
Development and Teaching
Few of the faculty members I have had
contact with are generally interested in
students.
Scale IV: Academic and Intellectual
Development

My nonclassroom interactions with faculty have
had a positive influence on my intellectual
growth and interest in ideas.
Scale V:

Institutional

and Goal Commitments

It is important for me to graduate from
college.
Note: Items scored 5 = strongLy agree to 1 = strongLy disagree, in computing factor scores
items with negative Loadings were recoded 1 = strongLy agree to 5 = strongLy disagree.

Upon completion of the pilot study, the final draft of
the cover letter, questionnaire and supplemental survey
(Appendix 1) were prepared for mailing. To prompt the

greatest response rate the following approach was used, as
recommended by the Survey Research Center at Oregon State
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University. A follow-up phone call was made two weeks after
the initial mailing to encourage non-responders to return
their questionnaires. This was then further pressed with a
letter sent to those who still did not respond. If they
indicated that they would return one if it were sent,

additional questionnaires were mailed to those who had not
returned the survey. Phone calls were again made to
non-responders two weeks before the end of the term. Table 4

shows the time flow for the survey process. All completed
questionnaires were then shipped to the National Information
Services in Minnesota for scanning and a report was
generated. A diskette containing the results of the scan was
then forwarded to University Of California at Los Angeles,

Center for the Study of Evaluation, the raw data was placed
on a 3.5" diskette, and a print out of the analysis was
returned to the investigator for further examination
utilizing an SPSS-PC data analysis system.

TABLE 4

Survey Process Time Flow Chart
Week I

Beginning of Spring Quarter, questionnaires
mailed.

Week II

Surveys received

Week III

Returned surveys entered and follow-up phone calls
made

to non-responders.
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TABLE 4, Continued

Week IV

Follow-up phone calls continued

Week V

Follow-up letter sent to all non-responders

Week VI

Additional questionnaires mailed to willing
non-responders

Week IX

Final phone calls made to non-responders

Week XI

Surveys mailed to N.I.S.

The Instrument

The instrument used to determine quality of effort was
the College Student Experiences Questionnaire. Revised Third
edition (CSEO) developed by C. Robert Pace (1990). It was
selected because of its capacity to ascertain quality of
effort by the student to participate in the various social
and academic activities available while enrolled in college.
It was first published in 1983. In excess of 400 colleges
and universities have used this instrument, and it has been
used in more than twenty-five doctoral dissertations (Pace,
1992). Since the majority of the questionnaire asks the
student about activities during the current school year,

most colleges have used it when the schools academic
calendar is about 2/3 to 3/4 completed. This research used
the questionnaire directly following the end of Winter term,
when the academic year was two thirds complete.
The CSEO

instrument was enlarged with a supplemental
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questionnaire which helped the investigator insure
reliability and also asked if the student intended to return
to Oregon State University the following year. This intent
to return measure is considered one of the most reliable
measures of whether or not a student will withdraw
(Pascarella and Terenzini, 1980).

Measures of Ouality of Effort
To occur, learning requires effort and an investment of
time. The college experience is-comprised of activities and
events that take place while the student is in attendance at
an institution of higher education. Most of these
experiences take place within the facilities the college
provides--libraries, residence halls, art and music
exhibits, classrooms, laboratories, student center, and
athletic and recreational facilities. The other major
aspects of experiences are in the opportunities for
associations such as contact with faculty members,

experiences relating to self-development, involvement in
clubs or student organizations, and acquaintances with other
students. These experiences have particular significance in
the college context. The Quality of Effort is a measure of
how often students engage in these activities. The
activities examined in each topic area range along a
continuum, some requiring more exertion of energy and time
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and, often, having more power to influence learning and
development.

Fourteen scales constitute the questionnaire relating
to College Activities, and measure the Quality of Effort
exerted by the student as a participant in the undergraduate
experience. The fundamental Quantity of Effort dimension for
each of these scales, with one exception, incorporates ten
or more activities as explained in Table 5. The students
were instructed to respond about how often they had done
each activity during the current school year. Response
options were: very often, often, occasionally, or never.
TABLE 5

Ouality dimensions for each College Activity Scale
Library Experiences (LIB) (10 activities)

Used the library as a quiet place to read or study
materials you brought with you.
Used the card catalog or computer to find what
materials there were on some topic.
Asked the librarian for help in finding material on
some topic.
Read something in the reserve book room or reference
section.

Used indexes (such as the Reader's Guide to Periodical
Literature) to journal articles.
Developed a bibliography or set of references for use
in a term paper or other report.
Found some interesting material to read just by
browsing in the stacks.
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TABLE 5, Continued
Ran down leads, looked for further references that were
cited in things you read.
Gone back to read a basic reference or document that
other authors had often referred to.
Checked out books to read (not textbooks).
Exieriences with Faculty (FAC)

(10 activities)

Talked with a faculty member.

Asked your instructor for information related to a
course you were taking (grades, make-up work,
assignments, etc.).
Visited informally and briefly with an instructor after
class.

Made an appointment to meet with a faculty member in
his/her office.
Discussed ideas for a term paper or other class project
with a faculty member.
Discussed your career plans and ambitions with at
faculty member.
Asked your instructor for comments and criticisms about
your work.
Had coffee, cokes, or snacks with a faculty member
Worked with a faculty member on a research project.

Discussed personal problems or concerns with a faculty
member.
Course Learning (COUR)

(10 activities)

Took detailed notes in class.
Participated in class discussions.

Underlined major points in the readings.

Tried to see how different facts and ideas fit
together.
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TABLE 5, Continued
Thought about practical applications of the material.

Worked on a paper or project where you had to integrate
ideas from various sources.
Summarized major points and information in you readings
or notes.
Tried to explain the material to another student or
friend.

Made outlines from class notes or readings.

Did additional readings on topics that were introduced
and discussed in class.
Art. Music and Theater (ANT)

(12 activities)

Talked about art (painting, sculpture, architecture,
artists, etc.,) with other students at the college.
Gone to an art gallery or art exhibit on the campus.
Read or discussed the opinions of art critics.
Participated in some art activity (painting, pottery,
weaving, drawing, etc.).
Talked about music (classical, popular, musicians,
etc.) with other students at the college.
Attended a concert or other music event at the college.
Read or discussed the opinions of music critics.
Participated in some music activity (orchestra, chorus,
etc.).

Talked about the theater (plays, musicals, dance, etc.)
with other students at the college.

Seen a play, ballet, or other theater performance at
the college
Read or discussed the opinions of drama critics.

Participated in or worked on some theatrical production
(acted, danced, worked on scenery, etc.).
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TABLE 5, Continued
Student Union (UNI)

(10 activities)

Had meals, snacks, etc. at the student union or student
center.
Looked at the bulletin board for notices about campus
events.
Met your friends at the student union or student
center.

Sat around in the union or center talking with other
students about your classes and other college
activities.
Used the lounge(s) to relax or study by yourself.

Seen a film or other event at the student union or
center.
Attended a social event in the student union or center.
Heard a speaker at the student union or center.

Played games that were available in the student union
or center (ping-pong, cards, pooi, pinball, etc.).
Used the lounge(s) or meeting rooms to meet with a
group of student for a discussion.
Athletic and Recreation Facilities (ATH) (10 activities)
Set goals for your performance in some skill.

Followed a regular schedule of exercise, or practice in
some sport, on campus.
Used outdoor recreational spaces for casual and
informal individual athletic activities.
Used outdoor recreational spaces for casual and
informal group sports.
Used facilities in the gym for individual activities
(exercise, swimming, etc.).
Used facilities in the gym for playing sports that
require more than one person.
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TABLE 5, Continued

Sought instruction to improve your performance in some
athletic activity.
Played on an intramural team.

Kept a chart or record of your progress in some skill
or athletic activity.
Was a spectator at college athletic events.
Clubs and Organizations (CLUB) (10 activities)

Looked in the student newspaper for notices about
campus events and student organizations.
Attended a program or event put on by a student group.

Read or asked about a club, organization, or student
government activity.
Attended a meeting of a club, organization, or student
government group.
Voted in a student election.

Discussed policies and issues related to campus
activities and student government.

Worked in some student organization or special project
(publication, student government social event, etc.).
Discussed reasons for the success or lack of success of
student club meeting, activities, or events.
Worked on a committee.

Met with a faculty adviser or administrator to discuss
the activities of a student organization.
Experiences in Writing (WRIT) (10 activities)

Used a dictionary or thesaurus to look up the proper
meaning of words.
Consciously and systematically thought about grammar,
sentence structure, paragraphs, word choice, and
sequence of ideas or points as you were writing.
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TABLE 5, Continued

Wrote a rough draft of a paper or essay and then
revised it yourself before handing it in.
Spent at least five hours or more writing a paper (not
counting time spent in reading or at the library).
Asked other people to read something you wrote to see
if it was clear to them.
Referred to a book or manual about style of writing,
grammar, etc.

Revised a paper or composition two or more times before
you were satisfied with it.
Asked an instructor for advice and help to improve your
writing.
Made an appointment to talk with an instructor who had
criticized a paper you had written.
Submitted for publication an article, story, or other
composition you had written.
Personal Experiences (PER)

(10 activities)

Told a friend why you reacted to another person the way
you did.
Discussed with other students why some groups get along
smoothly, and other groups don't.
Sought out a friend to help you with a personal
problem.
Elected a course that dealt with understanding personal
and social behavior.
Identif led with a character in a book or movie and
wondered what you might have done under similar
circumstances.

Read articles or books about personal adjustment and
personality development.
Taken a test to measure your abilities, interests, or
attitudes
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TABLE 5, Continued

Asked a friend to tell you what he/she really thought
about you.
Been in a group where each person, including yourself,
talked about his/her personal problems.

Talked with a counselor or other specialist about
problems of a personal nature.
Student Acquaintances (STAQ)

(10 activities)

Made friend with student whose academic major field was
very different from yours.
Made friends with student whose interests were very
different from yours.
Made friends with student whose family background
(economic and social) was very different from yours.
Made friends with students whose age was very different
from yours.
Made friends with students whose race was different
from yours.
Made friends with student from another country.

Had serious discussions with students whose philosophy
of life or personal values were very different from
yours.
Had serious discussions with students whose religious
beliefs were very different from yours.
Had serious discussions with students whose political
opinions were very different from yours.
Had serious discussions with students from a country
different from yours.
Science (SCI)

(10 activities)

Memorized formulas, definitions, technical terms.

Tried to express a set of relationships in mathematical
terms.
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TABLE 5, Continued

Tested your understanding of some scientific principle
by seeing if you could explain it to another student.
Read articles (not assigned) about scientific theories
or concepts.
Practiced to improve your skill in using some
laboratory equipment.
Showed a classmate how to use a piece of scientific
equipment.

Attempted to explain an experimental procedure to a
classmate.
Went to an exhibit or demonstration of some new
scientific device.
Completed an experiment or project using scientific
methods.
Tried to explain to another person the scientific basis
for concerns about pollution, recycling, alternative
sources of energy, acid rain, or similar aspects of the
world around you.
Campus Residence Facilities (CRF)

(10 activities)

Had lively conversations about various topic during
dinner in the dining room or cafeteria.
Gone out with other students for late night snacks.
Offered to help another student (with course work,
errands, favors, advice, etc.) who needed some
assistance.
Participated in discussions that lasted late into the
night.

Asked others for assistance in something you were
doing.

Borrowed things (clothes, records, posters, books,
etc.) from others in the residence unit.
Attended social events put on by the residence unit.
Studied with other students in the residence unit.
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TABLE 5, Continued
Helped plan or organize an event in the residence unit.

Worked on some community service or fund raising
project with other students in the residence unit.
Topics of Conversation (TOP) (10 items)
Current events in the news.

Major social problems such as peace, human rights,
equality, justice.
Different life styles and customs.

The ideas and views of other people such as writers,
philosophers, historians.
The arts-painting, theatrical productions, ballet,
symphony, movies, etc.
Science-theories, experiments, methods.
Computers and other technologies.

Social and ethical issues related to science and
technology such as energy, pollution, chemicals,
genetics. military use.
The economy-employment, wealth, poverty, debt, trade,
etc.

International relations.

Information in Conversations (INF)

(6 activities)

Referred to knowledge you had acquired in your reading.
Explored different ways of thinking about the topic.
Referred to something a professor said about the topic.

Subsequently read something that was related to the
topic.

Changed your opinion as a result of the knowledge or
arguments presented by others.
Persuaded others to change their minds as a result of
the knowledge or arguments you cited.
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A Test Manual and Norms were published for the CSEO in
1987 and revised to represent the 1990 edition (Pace, 1992).

For all parts of the questionnaire, the manual presented
score reliabilities, item intercorrelations, factor analysis
and psychometric information. The slightly revised edition
for the Revised Third Edition, 1990 was based on results
from 20,513 undergraduates at 63 colleges and universities.

The reliabilities of the Quality of Effort scales, for the
Third Edition are listed in Table 6.

TABLE 6
Reliabilities of Activity Scale Scores
(Coefficient Alpha)
Library Experiences (LIB)
Experiences with Faculty (FAC)
Course Learning (COUR)
Art, Music, Theater (AMT)
Student Union (UNI)
Athletic and Recreation Facilities (ATH)
Clubs and Organizations (CLUB)
Experiences in Writing (WRIT)
Personal Experiences (PER)
Student Acquaintances (STAQ)
Science (SCI)
Residence (CRF)
Topics of Conversation (TOP)
Information of Conversation (INF)
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90
96
85
89
90
92
85
96
96

91
91
86
83

Table 7 displays the known intercorrelations of the
Quality of Effort Scales. In all cases except one, topics of
conversations (TOP) and information of conversations (INF),

the intercorrelations were less than or equal to 50. These
low intercorrelations suggest that each measure can stand
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alone. For example, results on the Art, Music and Theater
(ANT) are not dependent on the results on Library

Experiences

(LIB).

Measures of the College Envirornuent
A significant amount of research has addressed the

importance of environment as an influence on behavior.

Proximity of people that basically support or discourage
certain behaviors can be very influential in whether or not

TABLE 7

Intercorrelations of Ouality of Effort Scales

LIB

FAC

COUR ANT

UNI

ATH

CLUB

LIB
FAC
COUR
ANT
UNI

41

36

30
28
ATH 16
CLUB 29

WRIT 40
PER 23
STAQ 29
SCI

TOP
INF

PER
STAQ
Sd
TOP
INF

14
33
34

43
34
31
22
40
40
38
34
21
38

37

20
22
13

26
46
34
30
22
39
46

34
17
36
25
39
37
10
42
33

36
50
23
37
37
16
28
29

WRIT PER

STAQ SCI

38
36
18
31
35

23

51
18
40
41

50
50

32
28

29
17
27

36

24
42
44

22
18
18

16
35
33

TOP

65
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a student will participate in a given activity. Student
activities in the Quality of Effort scales are ones which
occur within the college setting.
The CSEO, has eight rating scales which address the

characteristics of the college environment. Five of the
scales emphasize the degree to which the conditions stress
individual student development. These are seven-point
evaluation scales, with "7" defined as "strong emphasis" to
"1" indicating a weak emphasis. These scales describe:

Emphasis on developing academic, scholarly
qualities.

Emphasis on the development of esthetic, and
creative qualities.

Emphasis on being critical, evaluati"e and
analytical.

Emphasis on development of
vocational/occupational skills.

Emphasis on practical value and personal
relevance of classes.

Three additional rating scales refer to relationships
among people within the college environment. Again using a
seven point Likert scale, the positive end is exemplified by
words like friendly, supportive; approachable, helpful;
considerate, flexible. The negative side is defined by words
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such as uninvolved, alienated; remote, unsympathetic; rigid,

impersonal. The intent of these scales is to describe
relationships with:

Other students, student groups and activities.
Faculty members.

Administrative offices and personnel.

One final area investigated by the CSEO is degree of
satisfaction with the college experience. This section,

"Opinions About College" (OPINISCR), asks how well they like
college, and, if they could start over again, would they
choose the same college.

Descriptive Information

A variety of descriptive items about each of the
participants were gathered from the Oregon State University
archives and in the survey. Table 8 lists these items.

TABLE 8

Survey Demographic Categories

Age of Student
Gender of Student
Marital Status
Class standing (Freshman, Sophomore, Junior)
College Transfer or high school
Residence while attending school
Academic performance (College Grades, or High School
GPA)

Major in College
Did either of students parents graduate from college
Expectation to achieve more advanced degree
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TABLE 8, Continued

Full-time or part-time student
Time spent in class and studying
Time spent working on a job
Financial independence from/dependence on parents and
family
Ethnic identification

The above demographic information was utilized to
develop a more comprehensive understanding of the general
characteristics of the students comprising the population.

An analysis of Quality of Effort was done, comparing
Freshmen Students from Rural Resource Dependent Communities
to those from the general Freshman population. An additional
set of analyses were completed comparing students who
enrolled as natural resource management majors, with
non-natural resource management majors. Students in this
portion of the study included all respondents to the CSEO.

Although asked by the CSEO, actual major classification was
done utilizing information derived from current university
registration data, which allowed for more accuracy.

The present study was designed to examine categories of
the Research Paradigm (Figure 6, Chapter 2) as they relate
integration effort of RRDC students and non-RRDC students

during their freshman year. Results of the survey, as
determined by their Quality of Effort, were then related to
Opinions about the College and the students stated intent to
return to Oregon State University. A Similar set of analyses
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was carried out using Quality of Effort to compare
non-natural resource management majors with those who
majored in an area of natural resource management.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

The fundamental purposes of this study were to
determine if the quality of effort to participate in the
college experience differed between freshmen students from
Rural Resource Dependent Communities (RRDC) and a like
sample of their non-RRDC student cohorts. A corollary aspect
explored whether or not students who entered Natural
Resource Management (NRM) majors at Oregon State University
exerted more effort than non-NRN students to become involved
in the university experience. The instrument used to
determine quality of effort was the College Student
Experiences Ouestionnaire, (Pace, 1990).

The results of this study are organized and presented
in three parts. The first compares the population (N=37) of
students who entered Oregon State University in 1992 as
Freshmen from high schools located in RRDC, to a like sample
(N=37) of freshmen who entered O.S.U. that same year. The

second investigates the difference in quality of effort

between samples of students who are majoring in NRM (N26)
and students who are not (N=l23). The third presents results
of a discriminant analysis of all persons studied to assess
the importance of discriminating variables with respect to
intent to return to Oregon State University.
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Freshmen from Rural Resource Dependent
versus
Non-Rural Resource Dependent Communities

Group Characteristics

Demographic comparisons were performed for respondents
from the RRDC and the like sample of non-PRDC students who
entered Oregon State University as freshmen in 1992. The
initial comparisons examined those data available on all of
the students in each of the groups to determine if
significant differences exist between the two samples. None
of the variables showed statistically significant

differences (a.05) between the two groups of freshmen. Both
samples were comprised of first year, non-transfer students,
with identical racial, gender and age distributions.

Similarly there was no significant difference in the mean
score on the Scholastic Aptitude test, or entering grade
point average. Thirty-nine students responded to the
questionnaire. Twenty-three were from RRDC, and 16 were from
the non-RRDC student sample. These are response rates of 62
percent and 43 percent, respectively. Chi-square and
t-statistics were calculated for each characteristic, where
appropriate.

Since non-response was fairly high, several factors
were examined to learn if there might be a non-respondent
bias in the data, although a non-response bias is not
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typical (Berg, 1993). No significant difference (p.O5) was
found between the two groups. Variables studied were high
school grade point average, cumulative grade point average
while attending O.S.U., and scores on the Scholastic
Aptitude Test. Additionally, a comparison was done between
the number of respondents from RRDC who indicated that they
did not intend to return to Oregon State University in Fall
of 1993 and the actual number of students from these
communities who did not enroll Fall term.

The values were 9

and 11, respectively, a difference which is not

significantly different (p.05). Therefore, at least for
these variables for which comparable data were available,

the respondents do not appear to be different from
non-respondents. Appencflx 1 includes the CSEO which contains

the demographic variables and associated responses used in
describing the participants.

The respondents were demographically homogeneous in
many respects, all of the students in this sample (100%)

were first year freshmen--not transfer students, and were
enrolled as full-time students. The age of the two groups is
essentially identical with 100 percent of both being in the
22 years or younger class. Only one student, a member of the
RRDC group, was married (X2=.7, df=1, a=.4). There was a
slightly greater proportion of females among the RRDC
students (57% to 44%), though the difference is not

significant (a.05). They spent similar amounts of time on
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school work (X2=2, df=4, a=.74) and jobs (X2=3.2, df3,

a=.36), and received comparable amounts of financial support
from their families (X2=l, df=3, a=.8). There was no
statistically significant difference in ethnic
representation between the RRDC students who were 91% white,

and the non-RRDC who were 87% white; each group had two
Asian students. Similarly no statistically significant
difference existed between the two groups estimate of
college grades (X2= 7.1, df=4, a=.13), major field of study

(X2=8, df=7, a=.7), college graduation of parents (X22.8,
df=3, a=.43), or expectations for an advanced degree (X2=.08
df=1, a=.8). Although not statistically significant (X2
8.2, df=7, a=.7), over one-fourth of the RRDC students
declared their majors as undecided, while less than seven
percent of the non-RRDC students were undecided.

The one statistically significant difference dealt with
housing arrangements. When asked if they had ever lived in
any type of college housing (X2=5.4, df=l, a=.02), over

thirty-nine percent of the RRDC freshmen answered no. Only
six percent of the non-RRDC students indicated that they had
not lived in some type of college housing. Table 9 shows
where the students lived during the school year. Over
forty-three percent of the RRDC freshmen students lived off
campus with relatives or in apartments, while only one of
the non-RRDC students lived outside of college housing,
dormitories, fraternities or sororities.
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TABLE 9

WHERE THE STUDENTS ARE LIVING
NOW DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
NON-RRDC

RRDC
n

Dormitory or College Housing

%

1352

n
12

75

Fraternity or Sorority

1

4

3

19

Apartment Close to College

14

0

0

1039

1

6

With Relatives

Decree of Freedom
Chi-square
7.38139
3

Significance
.06

Quality of Effort Scales

A null hypothesis for this study stated that there was
no significant difference in the quality of effort of
freshmen students from Rural Resource Dependent Communities
and their cohorts. For each of the fourteen Quality of
Effort scales in the CSEO, a Mean, Standard Deviation and
Standard Error were calculated, and an F-test for equality
of variance (testing H0: a21 = a22) was performed. In those
Quality of Effort (QE) scales where P > .1 a pooled variance

estimate was used to derive the t-test value. Scales were
considered significant if P<.05 on a 2-tailed probability.

The results of the analysis of twelve of the scales

shows no statistically significant difference (a.05)
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between the two groups. Table 10 displays the mean, and
t-statistic for each of the scales.

TABLE 10

OUALITY OF EFFORT SCALE MEANS AND
T-STATISTIC FOR RRDC AND NON-RRDC STUDENTS

VARIABLE

RRDC

NON-RRDC

T VALUE

Library

18.0

16.4

1.30

.200

Faculty

18.4

16.3

1.56

.128

Course learning

26.2

24.8

.87

.388

Art. Music. Theater

17.7

16.2

.97

.337

5.9

5.6

.27

.786

Music

6.6

5.9

1.08

.287

Theater

5.3

4.3

.34

.188

Student Union

19.9

18.5

.82

.415

Athietic/Rec. fac.

18.8

22.6

-2.06

.046

Clubs/Organizations

18.4

14.9

2.21

.034

Writing

25.2

23.3

1.10

.278

Personal

21.4

21.3

.05

.962

Student acquaintances 25.7

27.7

-.85

.400

Science/Technology

18.3

19.1

-.68

.501

Dorm/FratJSorority

26.8

24.9

.78

.443

Topics conversation

21.1

21.2

-.02

.951

Info, in conversation 13.4

12.8

.77

.444

P
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Scores on two of the Quality of Effort scales, use of
Athletic/Recreation Facilities, and participation in Clubs

and Organizations, were significantly different (a.05)
between the two groups. These two scales relate to the use
of leisure time by the students and indicate that students
from non-RRDC used the athletic facilities more than those
from RRDC, who tend to spend more time involved in clubs and
school organization.

In addition to the above demographic information and
quality of effort scales, the CSEO examines several other
aspects of the college experience. These include the number
of assigned books and texts read, and non-assigned books
read by the student. Also measured were the number of essay
exams taken in courses, and the number of term papers or
written reports produced. No statistically significant

differences (a.05) were noted for any of these scales.
The next set of scales asked the students to evaluate
the college environment in several areas including academic,

scholarly qualities; esthetic expressive, creative
qualities; emphasis on being critical, evaluative;

vocational and occupational competence; personal
relevance-practical values; and satisfaction. Responses to
the satisfaction scale were statistically significantly
different (p=.025) between RRDC freshmen and their non-RRDC
counterparts. Table 11 contains the questions asked and
response options for deriving the satisfaction index. Table
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12 shows the distribution of each group's response to the
two questions (range 2 to 8). A statistical difference was

observed (a.05) for this satisfaction index. The means were
6.04 and 6.69

for RRDC and non-RRDC students, respectively

(t=2.34, p=.025).

TABLE 11

OUESTIONS USED TO DERIVE SATISFACTION INDEX
QUESTION #1: How well do you like college?
4 = enthusiastic
3 = like it
2 = more or less neutral
1 = don't like it

QUESTION #2: If you could start over again, would you go to
the same college you are now attending?
4 = Yes, definitely
3 = Probably yes
2 = Probably no
1 = No, definitely

TABLE 12

OPINION SCORE: SATISFACTION INDEX

Opinion score

NON-RRDC

RRDC
n
4

0

0

1

6.3

5

3

13

1

6.3

6

16

69.6

4

25

7

4

17.4

6

37.5

8

0

4

25

0
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The CSEO, also requires students to evaluate their

relationships with people on campus. These scales focus on
relationships with other students, faculty, and
administrative staff. The questions asked students to rate
the relationships along a seven point Likert scale. For the
other students scale, a 7 rated them as friendly,

supportive, a sense of belonging, while a 1 indicated
competitive, uninvolved, sense of alienation. Faculty
relationships were rated between (1) remote, discouraging,
and unsympathetic to,

(7) approachable, helpful,

understanding, and encouraging. Likewise, administrative
personnel were rated between (1) rigid, bound by regulation,

and (7) helpful, flexible. Though there were no

statistically (a.05) significant differences in the
students relationships with other students or the
administration, there was a difference in the relationship
with faculty. As shown in Table 13, the RRDC students found
the faculty generally more approachable and friendly, while
the non-RRDC students felt they were more remote or

indifferent to them (t=3.26, df37, p.0O2).
Another series Of t-tests were performed on the scales
measuring students' perceived gains. For none of these
scales were there any statistically significant differences
between the two groups. Specifically the scales gauge growth
in vocational training (t=-.o7, df=37, p=.95),

specialization for further education (t.9l, df=37, p=.37),
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general education (t=l.09, df=37, p=.284), career
information (t=.85, df=37, p=.401), understanding of the
arts (t=l.37, df=37, p=.213), acquaintance with literature

TABLE 13

RELATIONSHIP WITH FACULTY MEMBERS
RRDC

Faculty relationship score
n

NON-RRDC
n

1

0

0

1

6.3

2

1

4.3

2

12.5

3

2

8.7

4

25.0

4

5

21.7

5

31.3

5

8

34.8

4

25.0

4

17.9

0

0

3

13.0

0

0

7

Mean: RRDC=4.9

NON-RRDC=

(t=1.69, df=37, p=.l), and ability to write clearly and

effectively (t=l.58, df=37, p=.123). T-statistics for
significance were also calculated for the scales which
measured gains in familiarity with computers, awareness of
other philosophies, developing one's own values and ethics,

and understanding yourself. None of the means were

significantly different (a.05) between the freshmen from
RRDC and their cohorts.
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Additional scales that showed no significant
differences between means included those which measured

gains in understanding other people (t=-.09, df37, p.93),
ability to be a team member (t=-.48, df=37, p=. 64), and

developing health and fitness (t=-l.O, df=35, p=.32).

Likewise, the students were similar in their estimates of
gain in science (t=.04, df=37, p=.97) and science-technology
(t=.5l df=37, p=.6l), awareness of new technology (t=-.29,

df=37, p=.77), the ability to think analytically (t=-.16,

df=37, p=.87), gains in quantitative thinking (t=.22, df=37
p=.83), gains in ability to learn on their own (t=l.77,
df=37, p=.086), and in the ability to put ideas together
(t=.69, df=37, p=.5). No significant differences were

recorded between the groups regarding gains in seeing the
importance of history (t=-.93, df=37, p=.36) and in
knowledge about the world (t=-. 27, df=37, p=. 79).

Statistical tests were also made for the first nine
questions included on the supplemental survey which was
distributed to the students along with the CSEO. A

statistical difference (aO.05) was observed in the mean
score for only item six, "It is important to me to graduate
from college." The means were 1.26 and 1.87, respectively
for RRDC and non-RRDC students. Thirty percent more of the
RRDC students (83 percent versus 53 percent) indicated that
they "strongly agree" with the statement.
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No other statistical differences were noted in the
answers given on the final three questions of the survey.

Two of these questions asked the students to rate their
difficulty in meeting and making friends with other
students, and the degree to which nonclassroom interaction
with faculty had an influence on career goals and

aspirations. Although not statistically significant (a.05),
15 percent more RRDC students indicated they would notreturn
to O.S.U. the next fall (22% to 7%).

Discussion

The demographic analysis suggests that the students
participating in the survey were a relatively homogeneous
group of full-time freshmen. No statistical differences were
noted for most characteristics, but one should note that
over 25 percent of the freshmen from RRDC entered the
university with no specific degree goal, compared to less
than 7 percent of the non-RRDC students. Students who are
undecided about majors and career goals have been the
subject of numerous studies (Gordon, 1985). Generally lack
of degree expectations has been indicated as a descriptor
for students at risk of early withdrawal (Astin, 1971,

Pantages and Creedon, 1978). Such a large proportion of
undecided majors might suggest that more RRDC students lack
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the focus necessary to cope with the trials and tribulations
of the first year college experience (Gordon, 1985).
The one difference noted between the two groups is

where they lived during their first year of college. Nearly
40 percent of the RRDC students lived outside of university
approved housing. In general it is believed that residence
halls provide advantages for students in the process of
adjustment to student life, and retention (Uperaft, 1985;
Uperaft & Gardner, 1989). Two probable consequences for
these students are (1) less contact with fellow students,

with decreased opportunity to develop new friendships and be
influenced by their values, and (2) less overall immersion
in the Freshman year experience. Detachment from the

university and isolation from the other students could be
the outcome.

The fourteen quality of effort scales were examined for
differences. Two, use of Athletic/Recreation Facilities and
participation in Clubs and Organizations, were statistically

significant (a.05). Students from non-RRDC used athletic
and recreational facilities, while those from RRDC were more
involved in clubs and other student organizations. This
might be the result of the difference in living facilities,

the possibility being that use of athletic and recreation
facilities is a more spontanious action, convienient to

those who live in nearby school housing, while involvement
in clubs is more scheduled and consequently works better for
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those living of f campus. The ramifications of these findings

may well pertain to opportunities for intervention and
access to these groups of students. Rural students may more
easily be contacted through the clubs and organizations on
campus, and activities designed to develop involvement of
these students in the college experience may be best
facilitated in this manner, similarly the non-RRDC students
may be accessed through the athletic and recreational
facilities.

One significant difference between the two groups was
for the Satisfaction Index (t=-2.34, p=O.025). Here the
majority (70%) of the population of RRDC students (mean
6.04) rated their satisfaction at six, while (62.5%) of the
non-RRDC students (mean 6.69) rated their satisfaction at
seven or above (range 2 to 8). This suggests that while the
RRDC students were generally satisfied with the experience,

non-RRDC students rated their college experience as more
satisfactory. Satisfaction with the college experience is
believed to be a major factor in a student's decision to
return to an institution (Beal & Noel, 1980).
Another significant difference (t=-2.14, p< 0.05)

between the two groups (RRDC=1.26, non-RRDC=l.87, range 1 to
4) dealt with the statement, "It is important for me to
graduate from college." Almost eighty-three percent of the
RRDC students said they strongly agree, while another
thirteen percent indicated they agree, a total of ninety-six
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percent of the RRDC students, while only 66% of the non-RRDC
responded in these ways. Tinto's (1987) model of student
departure (Figure 3, chapter 2) clearly indicates the
importance of intentions and coiniuitiuent to the goal of

attaining a college degree. It's influence affects both the
degree of effort put forth tO become involved in the
institutional experience, and with the outcome of the
departure decision.

Findings here show that about twenty-two percent of the

RRDC students were not planning to return to O.S.U. in the
fall, while less than seven percent of the non-RRDC students

said they were not planning to return. To check these result
against actual enrollment, a computer search was performed
to see how many of each of the groups originally sent
questionnaires (N=37 per group) chose not to come back to
O.S.U. The results were that eleven students (30% out of the
original thirty-seven freshmen from RRDC did not reenroll
Fall term 1993, while nine (24%) of those in non-RRDC sample
did not return. The results of this check indicated that the
actual drop-out rate for these two groups was greater than
the response rate indicated, but not significantly different

(a.05).
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Natural Resource Management Majors
versus
Non-Natural Resource Management Majors
The sample utilized in this portion of the analysis
contained all of the students who returned the College
Student Experiences Questionnaire (N=154), a 56 percent
response rate. The respondents were separated into two
groups based on majors indicated on their most recent
registration. The first group were Natural Resource
Management (NRN) majors, and were comprised of students who
indicated one of the following as their current major:
agriculture business management, agriculture education,
general agriculture, horticulture, rangeland resources,

wildlife science, forest management, forest products, forest
recreation resources. There were 26 NRI4 majors and 128
non-NRM majors.

Group Characteristics
All respondents in both groups were age 22 or younger,

with one exception, a student in the non-NRN group who was
28 or older. Over 96 percent of both groups were single,

first entered college at Oregon State University, and were
currently full-time students. The NPN students had a greater
proportion of male students (58% to 40%).
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Quality of Effort Scales

Quality of effort to participate in the various aspects
of the college experience was assessed for the two groups.

T-statistics were calculated for all scales and indexes
comparing the two groups and are shown in Table 14.

For eleven scales there was a significant difference

(a.05). These scales were the following: Art, Music,
Theater (p=.045); Student Union (p=.O25); Personal
experiences (p=. 016); Science/Technology (p. 005);

Aesthetic, expressive, creative qualities (p=.005);
Vocational and occupational competence (p=. 004); Personal

relevance, practical value (p=.00l); Relationships with
faculty members (p=.03). significant differences were also
noted for estimate of gains between the two groups in three
areas. These areas were: Gain in specialization for further
education (mean NRM=2.81, non-NRN=2.37, t=2.83, p=.007);

Gain in understanding science (Mean NRN=2.73, non-NRM2.31,
t=2.34, p=.025); Gain in understanding science and

technology (Mean NRM=262, non-NRM=2.09, t=2.66, p.O09).

TABLE 14

QUALITY OF EFFORT SCALE MEANS AND
T-STATISTIC FOR NPN AND NON-NRM STUDENTS
NON-NRM

T VALUE

P

VARIABLE

NRM

Library

17.7

18.0

-.31

.759

Faculty

18.6

18.2

.41

.685
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TABLE 14, Continued

-.32
-2.58
-2.45
-1.28
-2.51
-3.03

.751

- .23

.819

18.9

.37

.710

24.3

24.6

- .25

.804

Personal
19.0
Student acquaintances 24.2

22.3

.003

26.4

-3.13
-1.59

Science/Technolociy

22.5

19.0

2.87

.005

DorinJFratJSorority
Topics conversation

27.1

26.8

.14

.886

21.2

22.8

.225

Info, in conversation 13.0

13.8

-1.22
-1.25

Course learning
Art. Music, Theater

25.9

26.2

16.1

18.4

5.3

6.3

Music

6.1

Theater
Student Union

4.6
17.5

Athletic/Rec. fac.

20.9

6.6
5.4
20.0
21.2

Clubs/Organizations

18.5

writing

.013

.017
.203
.014
.004

.114

.213

The two groups also were compared on their responses to
the Supplemental Survey questions. The groups did not differ
on most of the questions, but more NRM students did intend
to return to O.S.U. in the Fall of 1993 (96% to 80%;
X2=3.88, df=1, p=.049)
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Discussion

The immediate point

of interest is that there was a

significant difference in the stated intent to return to

Oregon State University (p.05), with no corollary
difference in the satisfaction index (p=.9). Nearly twenty
percent of the responding students who were non-Natural
Resource Management majors indicated that they did not
intend to return to O.S.U. the following Fall term, while
less than four percent of the NRM students felt similarly.

This does not support the premise that satisfaction with the
college experience is linked to the decision to exit college
prematurely (Wright, 1987). Further it does not support the
hypothesis that satisfaction is correlated to intent to
return.

Another important finding included the statistical
difference in estimates of gains. On the scale for gain in
ability to be a team member, more Natural Resource
Management majors (19% to 5%) indicated that they estimated
"very little" gain. Significant differences also existed in
the means for the scale measuring gain in understanding
science and technology (t=2.66, P=.009). Here the non-NRM
students chose "very little" nearly twenty-nine percent of
the time, while 15% of the NRM students selected this
choice. Among those who chose either "quite a bit" or "very
much", the difference was even greater, 58 percent of the
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NRM students chose one of these two responses, while less
than twenty-nine percent of the non-NRN students picked one
of these answers. Natural Resource Management majors also
rated personal relevance and practical values of the college
experience differently (p<.05), generally giving a higher
rating. This finding indicates that it is possible that
while satisfaction is not directly correlated with

intent

to

return, as noted above, that the personal relevance and
practicality of college education may be related to intent
to return. Noel (1987) points out that. retention is highest

among institutions where learning gives the students a sense
of growing and developing, and attitudes dominate which
contribute to increasing competency and skills. While not
conclusive, this result points out the need to better
understand this relationship between the relevance of
education and retention of students.

Discriminant
To 'determine which of the

Analysis

forty-nine

variables included

in the CSEO had the greatest power to separate the whole
sample into two groups based on who responded yes or no to
question nine of the supplemental survey, a

discriminant

analysis was performed on the entire group of students
(N=l54) who responded to the questionnaire. The goal of this
analysis was to define the groups on the dependent variable,
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their response to the question "Do you intend to return to
Oregon State University in Fall of 1993?"

Of the 154

respondents, 120 unweighted cases were used in the analysis.

Thirty-four were eliminated from the analysis; two due to
missing or out-of-range responses, and 32 because of missing
data on potentially discriminating variables. Of the 1.20

respondents, 97 had answered yes, and 23 no.

A stepwise selection process (SPSS, 1988) was performed
on the hypothesized discriminating variables. The primary
selection rule was to maximize the minimum Mahalanobis

Distance (D squared) between groups. This distance is a
generalized measure of the distance between the two groups.

The maximum number of steps used was 5, which was the
default number used by SPSSPC+, and corresponded with a ten
to one ratio between variables and steps. This helped to
focus the analysis on those most significant variables. The
minimum tolerance level was set at .001, the default setting
for the SPSSPC+ statistical analysis package. Tolerance is

the proportion of the variable's within-group variance that
is not accounted for by the variables in the analysis;
extremely low tolerances (<.001) can lead to instabilities

in the calculations. To enter the selection, the minimum F
for the variable was 1.00, and the maximum F to remove also
was 1.00. This enabled selecting variables whose
contribution to the analysis were significant. The F-ratio
is the same as the F for a one-way analysis of variance with
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the dependent variable equal to the answer (yes or no) on
question nine, and the independent variables being the
Quality of Effort scales included in the process. These
variables and their F values, as listed in Appendix 2,

reflect the contribution of the independent variable to the
separation of the groups, unadjusted for any other scale.

Since this analysis has two groups, only one function can be
derived, and scatter plots are not possible since only one
dimension exists in which to plot a case (SPSS-X, 1988).

Table 15 lists the variables in order of the step by
which they were entered into the analysis, as well as the
Minimum D Squared and significance of each variable in
separating the groups. This table also cites the
Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients
(SCDFC) calculated for each variable listed for the
functions

TABLE 15

THE SALIENT SET OF DISCRIMINATING VARIABLES
STEP
1
2
3

4
5

FUNCTION
MINIMUM D2
Satisfaction index .8838
1.1751
Voc.JOcc. Comp.
Think Analytically 1.4388
1.8264
Course learning
Team member
2.0707

SIGNIF.
.0001
.0001
.0000
.0000
.0000

SCDFC
.4464
.4067
.3865
.5228
.3788

The discriminatory power of each canonical function is
measured by its eigenvalue (McGarigal and Stafford, 1992).
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Conceptually, Canonical Correlation Analysis seeks to locate
gradients of variation within the Quality of Effort
variables which are maximally correlated with the two
groups. The use of the Standardized Canonical Coefficients
enables the assessment of the "relative" importance of each
variable.

Another way to assess the importance, and the order of
importance, of discriminating variables with respect to the
separation of the groups is through the use of Linear
Discriininant Function (LDF). The LDF is the optimal linear

contribution of discriminating variables, with regard to the
segregation of the groups. A discriminating variable which
is highly correlated with the LDF would be capable of

producing "separation" that is close to optimal. So the
higher the correlation, the better a variable is in
discriminating between those who answered yes to question
nine and those who answered no. Table 16 shows the
correlations (pooled-within-groups) between the
discriminating variables. For example, the correlation
between Satisfaction Index, and the LDF (canonical
discriminant function) is shown. The variables are ordered
from most highly to least highly correlated. The shift in
order of the variables between Table 15 and 16 is due to the
fact that in the stepwise process each variable is
independent of the other, and each attempts to separate the
groups independently without duplicating any other
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variable's influence. The LDF shows the relationship of each
variable to the function, and the correlation indicates the
degree to which each variable separates the groups.

TABLE 16

LINEAR DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION

Variables Ordered by Size of Correlation
within Function
VARIABLE

CORRELATION

Satisfaction Index

.6533

Gain in Ability to be a Team Member

.5036

Vocational/Occupational Competence

.4903

Gain in Ability to Think Analytically

.4552

Gain in Understanding Other People

.3912

Relationships with Other Students

.3769

Gain in Career Information

.3252

Gain in Vocational Training

.3217

Emphasis on Being Critical/Evaluation

.2907

Academic, Scholarly Qualities

.2895

Relationships with Administrative Personnel

.2893

Course Learning Scale

-.2721

Gain in Developing Health and Fitness

.2666

Student Acquaintances Scale

.2497

Personal Relevance-Practical Values

.2467

Gain in Knowledge About the World

.2466

Gain in Understanding Yourself

.2163
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TABLE 16, Continued

Gain in Quantitative Thinking

.2049

Clubs and Organizations Scale

.1770

Gain in Ability to Learn on Own

.1722

Relationships with Faculty Members

.1709

Aesthetic/Expressive/Creative Qualities

. 1526

Gain in Understanding Science

.1374

Information in Conversation Scale

.1345

Gain in Understanding of the Arts

.1306

Gain in Ability to put Ideas Together

.1257

Gain in Understanding Science/Technology

.1254

Gain in Seeing Importance of History

.1239

Gain in Developing Own Values/Ethics

.1235

Athletics/Recreation Facilities Scale

.1086

Theater Scale

.0961

Gain in Awareness of Other Philosophies

.0913

Gain in Broad General Education

.0817

Science/Technology Scale

-.0765

Student Union Scale

-.0650

Experience in Writing Scale

-. 0638

Topics of Conversation Scale

.0598

Personal Experiences Scale

.0534

Art, Music, Theater Scale

.0433

Gain in Awareness of New Technology

.0391

Experience with Faculty Scale

.0363

Gain in Familiarity with Computers

.0269
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TABLE 16, Continued
.0268

Gain in Acquaintance with Literature

Gain in Writing Clearly and Effectively

-.0119

Gain in Specialization for Further Education

-. 0084

Music Scale

.0040

Library Experience Scale

.0030

Art Scale

-.0002

These correlations are not affected by relationships
with other variables and therefore reflect the true
relationship between each variable and the canonical
function. When the magnitude of the coefficient approaches
+1 or -1, the coefficient is carrying nearly the same
information as the variable. Thus, the canonical function
can be defined by noting the variables that have
coefficients that closely approach +1 or -1.
An additional discriininant analysis of the sample was

done to expose variables which most significantly
contributed to the separation of those students who intended
to return in the Fall and those who did not. Variables
included in the analysis were those which tested most
powerful for defining the entire sample in the analysis
above: satisfaction index, vocational and occupational
competence, gain in ability to think analytically, quality
of effort in course learning, and gain in ability to be a
team member. In addition to these variables several
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demographic variables were added, including where the
student lived during the school year, estimate of most
college grades, part of expense provided by family, and
scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (Verbal, Math, and

TSWE). The results of including SAT scores was to select
only students in their first or second year of school, as
these data were only provided for 1991 and 1992 classes. The
outcome of this analysis is shown in Appendix 3.

The result of this process indicates that those
variables which best separate the sample between those who
intend to return and those who do not are Satisfaction Index
(t=4.66, p<.05), Ability to be a team member (t=3.lO,
p<. 05), Where living now during the school year (t=2. 62,

p=. 013), and part of expense provided by the family

(t=-l.75, p=.08). The implications of this analysis are

that, when demographic variables are included in the
discriminatory analysis process, where the student is living
during the school year, and how much of the expense is being
paid for by family are powerful variables for discriminating
among those students who plan to return and those who do
not. The effect appears to be that the more financially
dependent a student is upon family, the more likely the
student is to intend not to return, and if the student lives
of f campus they are also less likely to intend to return.
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Discussion

The intent of this process was to select those

variables from among the scales included in the
questionnaire with the greatest power to discriminate the
sample into those intending to return to O.S.U. and those
not intending to return. Several methods exist to maximize
the various estimates of group differences (Huberty, 1984).

The Wilks' Lambda statistic considers both the differences
among groups and the cohesiveness or homogeneity within the

groups. Tolerance was set low to reduce redundancy with
variables already entered. The partial F-test (F-to-enter
and F-to-remove) tests the significance of the additional

discrimination derived by the inclusion of a variable, after
taking into account the other variables already included.

Both of these criteria must be met for a variable to be
tested with the Wilks' Lambda entry criterion.
The process described derives the canonical
coefficients, which are the variables in the linear equation

that define the canonical function. The intent of the
canonical function is to clarify which of the variables are
most powerful at separating the groups. The eigenvalue
indicates the function's discriminatory power. Another way

to appraise a canonical function is by examining the
canonical correlation coefficient. This measures the
multiple correlation between the discriminating variables
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and the canonical function. This coefficient measures the
contribution of each variable. By using the standardized
coefficient a comparison between the "relative" and the
"absolute" importance

of the discriminating variable in the

canonical function is derived.

The result of these processes developed a standardized
canonical function (as shown in Table 16 above) and the
selection of the five scales most powerful in discriminating
among the two groups of interest. A degree of similarity
appears between the results of this stepwise selection of
the canonical function and the Linear Discriminant Function.

In each case, four of the five discriminatory variables were
the same: satisfaction Index, gain in ability to be a team
member, vocational and occupational competency, and gain in
ability to think analytically. The most consistently
powerful of the four, the Satisfaction Index, with canonical
correlations of .4464 and .6533, seems intuitively correct,

as it seems reasonable to suggest that satisfaction would be
a good indicator of intent to reenroll at the university.

This finding supports the results of the initial aspect
of this study. A greater percentage (93%) of the non-RRDC
intended to return in the fall, they also rated their
satisfaction significantly higher. This however, was not the
case with the NRN students who exhibited a significantly
higher rate of intent to return without a similar difference
in satisfaction.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AJD IMPLICATIONS

Review of the study

One purpose of this study was to investigate the
quality of effort exerted by freshmen students from Oregon's
rural resource dependent communities (RRDC) who enter Oregon
State University directly after graduation from high school,

and to compare the effort made by RRDC students, to the
effort made by a like sample of cohorts entering O.S.U. the
same year. A second purpose of this study was to compare
quality of effort between Oregon State University students
enrolled in Natural Resource Management (NPN) majors, and
those who are not NRI4 majors.

The theoretical and research literature reviewed
consistently showed that student retention is linked to
greater participation in the college experience by the
student (Astin, 1975, 1982; Pace, 1982; Pascarella and
Terenzini, 1991). Several models are available to aid in the
explanation of why students persist or withdraw from school.

Many incorporate aspects of the interface between the
incoming student and the institution, and most consider
integration into the academic and social fabric to be
contributory to the decision to remain in school.
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Of particular interest in this study are those students
who come to Oregon State University from the state's rural
resource dependent communities (RRDC). In 1992 thirty-seven
of these students entered O.S.U.. Of these students,

twenty-three completed and returned the survey used in this
investigation, while 16 of 37 non-RRDC freshmen students

responded. By Fall term 1993 twenty-four percent of the RRDC
students had chosen not to return to O.S.U.. This figure is
eight percentage points higher than the cohort sample.
Two hypotheses guided this investigation:

The first stated that freshmen students entering Oregon
State University from rural resource dependent communities
would become less integrated into the social and academic
fabric of the university during their first year of school.

The second hypothesis posited that students at Oregon
State University who major in Natural Resource Management
majors would show greater involvement in the college
experience than those students who do not major in NRN.

A corollary aspect of this study attempted to disclose
information about the effects of integration on satisfaction
and intent to return. Based on the above working hypotheses,

a model of student intent to return was developed which
incorporated aspects of Tinto's model of student success and
Pace's ideas on "Quality of effort". Tinto's model of
student success (see Figure 3, Chapter 2) includes many of
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the variables investigated in Pace's questionnaire. This
questionnaire contains scales which explore pre-entry
attributes, aspects of goals and commitments, academic and
social integration into the institutional experience, and
measures of personal and normative integration. Pace (1982)

concluded that once the student begins college, it is not
who the student is, or where the student attends that
matters most in the retention decision, but rather the
quality and quantity of effort exerted by the student to
become involved in the college experience.

Based on the above hypotheses, and the associated
theory and models, a paradigm was created to direct the
research. In the paradigm (chapter 2, Figure 6) the student
is affected by the institutional milieu, and responds by
exerting effort to be a part of that environment. The effort
to integrate contributes to satisfaction with the
experience, which leads to the decision to either remain
enrolled, or withdraw from Oregon State University. The
entire process is driven, intensified and moderated by
pressures for socialization and desocialization from in
school associates as well as preschool and outside school
associates.

The instrument used in this investigation was the
College Student Experiences Ouestionnaire, revised third
edition (1990) by C. Robert Pace. In addition to Pace's CSEO
a Supplemental Questionnaire (SQ) was included. Among the
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questions on the SQ two were of particular .interest to the

findings of this study: one had the students rate from (1)

"strongly agree" to (5) strongly disagree" how they felt
about the statement, "It is important for me to graduate
from college"; the other asked them to answer "yes" or "no"

to "Do you intend to return to Oregon State University in
Fall of 1993?" Responses to these questions were joined with
those from the CSEO to comprise the data upon which the
analyses were carried out. Designed to measure degree of
effort made at participating in various aspects of the
college experience, the CSEO requires students to rate their
contribution by responding to questions pertaining to
quantity and quality of effort they made. The variables
measure aspects of the college academic and social
environments as well as exploring the quality of
interactions the students had with the "college environment"
including interactions with administrative personnel,
faculty and other students.

The working model (Figure 6, chapter 2) of student
retention guiding this investigation posits that students
are affected by the institutional milieu, and respond by
ef forts to integrate in the institution. This integration

effort contributes to satisfaction with the college
experience, and to the decision to return. Examination of
this paradigm was made by studying RRDC versus non-RRDC
freshmen, NRM majors versus non-NRI4 majors, and a
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discriminant analysis of the entire sample to select those
variables which best discriminate the sample on intent to
return to Oregon State University.

The results of the RRDC analysis did not support the
model's suggestion that quality of effort is related to
satisfaction, or that satisfaction is critical in the
decision to return. What is apparent is that far more of the
RRDC students are living off campus during the school year.

The importance of this condition is supported by the
discriminant analysis which shows this variable as a
significant discriminant between those students who intend
to return to O.S.U. and those who do not.
In the second part of this study, as a general rule,

the NRN majors exhibited differences in the type of
participation as compared to their non-NRI( majors cohorts.

For scales measuring effort, NRM students had significant
differences on scales relating to associations with faculty,

personal relevance of college, gain in vocational and
occupational competency, and a variety of others as noted.

Of particular interest to the research paradigm is the
difference in each student groups intent to return to O.S.U.

and their satisfaction index. While the intent to return

differs significantly (a.05), a corresponding statistical
difference does not exist in the Satisfaction Index. Again,
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the research paradigm's assertion that intention to return
to an institution is tied to satisfaction was not supported.
The final analytical approach was the application of a

series of discriminant analyses on the entire population of
respondents, thus testing the research paradigm on the whole
sample. The results of this inquiry are more supportive of
the model and, in each case, indicate that the Satisfaction
Index is a powerful discriminator between the populations

who intend to return to o.s.u. and those who do not. When
demographic variables were added to the process, where the
student lived during the school year and degree of parental
financial support for college were significant

discriminators. The other recurring variable was assessment
in gain in ability to be a team member, which shows that
feeling a part of a group experience may be an important
variable to include in retention studies.

Conclusions

There is a difference in the "Quality of Effort"

exerted by freshmen students from rural resource dependent
communities when compared to a like sample of cohorts.

Although some statistical differences were uncovered, those
pertaining to quality of effort tended to show differences
in choice of time spent participating in social activities.

RRDC students spent more time involved in clubs and
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organizations while non-RRDC students were more involved in
athletics and the use of recreational facilities. These
differences might be related to issues of socialization and
access steming from the housing variation of the two groups.
While there were few differences in quality of effort,

there are some distinctions between the two groups. For
instance, the two groups differ in the proportion living off
campus. Only one of the sixteen non-RRDC students does not
live in some type of college housing, while 43 percent (10
of 23) of the RRDC students live of f campus with relatives

or in apartments. This difference gives some indication that
these students spend less time on campus and have less
opportunity to interact in campus activities, especially
those related to living groups.

Students from RRDC rate their relationships with
faculty as significantly better than do students from
non-RRDC. RRDC students rated the faculty as more
approachable, understanding, interested in them and
encouraging, and were typically more satisfied with the
college experience. They also appear to be more self
motivated, as indicated by their response to "It is
important for me to graduate from college." Ninety-six
percent indicated they either "agree" or "strongly agree",

while 33 percent of the non-RRDC said they were "neutral" or
"disagree."
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Based on these results, it appears that RRDC students
integrate differently into the social and academic fabric of
the university than the sample of non-RRDC cohorts. They
live off campus more often, but this does not appear to
negatively affect their self motivation or satisfaction with
the college experience. This is supported by the finding
that there is no significant difference between the groups
in the proportion of students intending to return to Oregon
State University in the Fall.

Two scales dealing with gains, "understanding yourself"
and "ability to learn on your own" were different between
the groups. Over thirty percent of the RRDC students rated
their gains in understanding themselves at "very much",

while only 6.3 percent of the non-RRDC students indicated
such a gain. Also most of the RRDC students (62.5%), were
experiencing "quite a bit" of change, while only 26 percent
of the non-RRDC students indicated this degree of
adjustment. Similarly, over twenty-six percent of the RRDC
students indicated "very much" gain in ability to "learn on
their own", while none of the non-RRDC students chose this
category of response. This could indicate that students from
RRDC are encountering a larger amount of change, and
consequently dealing with increased levels of related
stresses in their lives. Though not necessarily the
penultimate experience leading to premature withdrawal it
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seems plausible that RRDC students gain more because they
had further to go on these attributes. Attending university
is a big change for them and to cope they must make
significant gains.

This particular aspect of the O.S.U. experience was
uncovered in the focus group which was comprised of eight
freshiiien students from RRDC. One student's remarks were

"Basically I had to work it out myself..to teach myself how
to do chemistry and stuff." "You have 250 students in the
class and you just can't exactly walk up to the professor
and ask a question." Another student, referring to doing
problems assigned in the same class, stated "Well, I mostly
figured it out by myself; you know...I'd sit there for 4

hours and look at it." It might imply that the RRDC school
system provided a "more help along the way" teaching
approach, which now leaves the students feeling abandoned
and on their own. One last interesting interaction regarding
help was:

"I found coming from a small town that the
Student #1:
classes you took were easier. That the stuff you take
at college is not the same stuff. Yet, they (the
teachers) all expect you to know it, they say 'don't
you know this stuff' and make you feel stupid." You
just kind of go yeah, and you don't know what to do."
Student #2: "Then you can't go and ask for help."
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This may be interpreted as indicating that these RRDC
students are feeling "very much" on their own when it comes
to learning.

Another interaction occurred among the focus group
students which relates to where they live during the school
year, and the general effect of coming to Oregon State from
a RRDC experience.
Student #1: "I am living of f campus. I didn't really
want to live in a fraternity or a dorm. I have been
looking at prices and stuff, and hanging out with my
friends, and they like the dorms. The fact that going
to a small school you knew every body. It's kind of
hard making friends. Its a big change for me trying to
meet friends. I guess I depend on my old friends."

Student #2 There were four girls in my class in high
school and we've been friends all my life. We've never
had to make new friends...my biggest thing was learning
how to make new friends, because I never really learned
how to make friends, so that was kind of interesting.
Living in the dorms was no help, it's like a soap opera
and I hate it, I just wanted to get out ofthere.
Having friends that are living off campus is hard. You
look at the dorms and you go over there and you don't
want to come back."
The second portion of this research looked for
differences in the "Quality of Effort" exerted by students
enrolled in Natural Resource Management (NRN) majors and
those enrolled in other programs such as Liberal Arts,

engineering or computer science. The response sample
consisted of 154 questionnaires, 128 from non-NRM majors and
26 from NRM majors. Statistically significant differences

(cz.05) were found in six of the quality of effort scales
included in the CSEO relating to art, music, theater, the
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use of the student union, personal experiences, and
science/technology. With the exception of Science/Technology
students who were not majoring in NRM consistently measured
higher on these scales in their quality of effort responses.

Natural Resource Management majors consistently
measured higher ratings in those scales measuring gains in
vocational and occupational competence, personal and
practical relevance of schooling, relationship with faculty,

gain in specialization for further education, understanding
science and technology, and perhaps, most importantly,
intent to return to Oregon State University.

As a consequence of this analysis, there is no clear
basis to accept the null hypothesis that students enrolled
in NR14 majors exhibit a statistically significant higher
level of "quality of effort.." It is important to note that

significantly more of these students intend to return to
Oregon State University in the Fall of 1993, but this cannot
be attributed solely to quality of effort.

The last analytical approach of this research was most
supportive of the model guiding the study. The results of
this discriminant analysis showed that the Satisfaction
index which measured satisfaction with the college
experience was a significant discriminator between students
who intended to return and those who did not.
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Implications

'This study was conducted on students attending Oregon

State University, a northwestern land, sea and space grant
institution. The ambiance of O.S.U. gives it its own strong
institutional "personality." For example, the presence of
Reserve Officer Training for every branch of the military
means that every Tuesday is "uniform day", and classmates
will often be dressed in military fatigues or "dress blues."
The kind of student who fits best at o.S.u. may not be

typical of other colleges. A future study comparing RRDC
students quality of effort at other institutions could be
conducted to confirm findings in this study.

The fact that "where the student lived" and "how much
the family contributed to expenses" of school were major

variables deserves further investigation. In the first part
of this study, it was observed that living of f campus was

significantly more prevalent among RRDC freshmen, yet no

similar response was apparent in intent to return to O.S.U.
The affect of family financial support on retention is also

worthy of continued examination. The complexity of the
situation, relative to expenses and perceived ability to
pay, could prove to be an interesting study.
The results of the analysis on NRI4 major versus non-NRN

majors surfaced some questions for future research. Though
not statistically significant in this sample (t=-1.68,
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p=.095), the gender distribution for the students in these
two groups was quite different. Fifty-eight percent of the

NRN respondents were male, while less than 40 percent were
male in the non-NRH sample. This may be important as it
relates to other research findings about the effects of
gender on the college experience. In gauging satisfaction
with the college experience, men usually are more oriented

toward career attainment, while women often place more
importance on friendships and social aspects of the
experience. Further exploration of the interaction of gender

and quality of effort seems appropriate as well.
dne area for further study could be an exploration of
the actual academic and social environment within the NRN

programs that contributes to better satisfaction and intent

to return. How did the learning environment in these areas
differ? Since there was a significant difference in the
relationships the students had with faculty, what was the
source of that difference, and how did faculty academic

advising contribute to it? More research in this area is
needed to determine the origin of these differences.
Qualitative research is recommended because little is known
about the differences in formal and informal environments of
these programs, faculty, staff and students.
Another approach to understanding the plight of the
students from RRDC could be a longitudinal study to track
college success rates of all students leaving high school
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from these communities. Major limitations of this
study were

its small sample size and strict focus on Oregon State
University. If the goal is to understand barriers to
successful completion of a college degree by students from

these communities, then additional research is necessary to
trace all the paths the students choose toward achieving
that end. The question of import to this study was what goes
on at O.S.U. but, the larger questions need to be addressed,
such as where do these students go, what happens when they
get there, and where are they finding success?
A final implication relative to management for
retention of freshmen students at O.S.U. would be to insure
that RRDC students live in university housing during their
first year. Further it is important to treat these students
with consideration, and acknowledge that we appreciate the

difficult changes they may be going through. Faculty should
be encouraged to take the time to meet with students under
non-confrontatjonal conditions. Students need to feel that

their education is relevant, and should be given ample
opportunity to participate as a team member.
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Appendix 1
DIr;RrME'.T l)I
F( 'KL'l RI sOt Rut

April 29, 1993
Dear

I am an Instructor in the
College of Forestry conducting research about the
processes and experiences that contribute to a student's
decision to remain enrolled at Oregon State University.
This research is important because if we want to increase
the success rate of students at Oregon State, we must
understand what in the university experience causes
students to leave or return each year. I need your help.
You were selected for this study using a scientific
process. I know time is in short supply, but I hope you
will take the opportunity to complete this survey, and
return it to me as soon as possible.
My name is Andrew Jaçkinan.

ORFCO\
ST AT F

J\tVFR\IT'

Hill m.
(a'' ill,.. O,,on

The information you give me will be utilized as a data
base for my research project and hopefully, to improve
the University for the students in the future. I cannot
overemphasize how significant it is to receive your
input. A response from each potential respondent is
extremely important.
Each of the questionnaires has a code number so that I
may keep track of who ha... responded and who has not. When
all the questionnaires are returned to me, the code
record will be destroyed in an effort to insure
anonymity. Further, you have my personal assurance that
neither your name nor any of your individual responses on
the enclosed questionnaire will ever be published. For
one thing, this will not be possible once the code is
destroyed, and it is not the purpose or intent of this
research to single out respondents. The questionnaire is
to accumulate a data base for statistical analysis and,
most importantly, to gain understanding about students'
experiences here at Oregon State University.
In addition to the main questionnaire, there is a
Supplemental Survey which should be answered after
completing the main one. It will take you between 30 and
45 minutes to complete both of the forms. Please take the
time to finish the questionnaire, and return it to me in
the enclosed envelope.

Again, thank you for your time and assistance in this
effort. Without your help, my research will not be
possible. If you have any questions, please feel free to
call me at my office (737-3562).
Sincerely,

Andrew Jacksan,
Instructor
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C

The main purpose of this inquiry is to learn more about how students spend
their time - in course work, in the library, in contacts with faculty, in extracurricular activities, in various social and cultural activities, and in using other facilities and opportunities that exist on the college campus.

0
L
L

E
G

The information obtained fràm you and from other students at many different
colleges and universities should provide new insight to administrators, faculty
members, and others who provide the resources and shape the programs that
are meant to be of benefit for student learning and development within the col-

E

lege experience.

S

T

At first glance you may think it will take a long time to fill out this questionnaire,
but you will find that it can be answered quite easily, that you can do it in less
than an hour and perhaps only 30 to 45 minutes. You will find, too, when you
have finished it, that your answers provide a kind of self-portrait of what you
have been giving and getting in your college experience.

U
D
E
N

The benefit from this or any other survey depends on the thoughtful responses
and willing participation of those who are asked to help. Your willingness to
participate is important and very much appreciated.

T
E

x
P
E

We do not ask you to write your name in this questionnaire; but we do need to
know where the reports come from, and that is why each questionnaire has a
number ott the back pagecertain blocks of numbers tell us that those questionnaires have come from your college.

E
N

And, as you will see on the next page; we need to know a few things about you
and where you come from, so that we can learn how activities might be related
to age, sex, year in cellege, major field, whether one lives on the campus,
whether one has a job, etc.

C
E

The questionnaire responses will be read by an electronic scanning device.
Please use a #2 black lead pencil. Be careful in marking your responses. Do
not write or make any marks on the questionnaire outside the spaces provided

S

for your answers.

QUESTIONNAIRE

U.
N

..

UN

N
N

U

...
U

-N

UN

This questionnaire is available through the Center for the Study of Eval-

uation, UCLA Graduate School of Education, 405 Hitgard Ave., Los
Angeles, CA 90024. It is intended for use by any college or university
that wishes to have an inventory of the campus experiences of its students.

N.

. U..
U
U

UN

CSE

Copyrsjht 1979 by C Robert Pace
Revised Third Edition 1990

a

I
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
DIRECTIONS: Indicate your response by filling in the appropriate space under each question.
Age

o 22 or younger

o 23-27
o 28 or older

Sex

Omsie
o female

Are you single or married?

o single
o married

What is your classilication in college?
o freshman
o Sophomore

o junior
o senior
o graduate student

Which of the following comes closest to describing
your major field of study (or your expected major)?

0 Agriculture
0 Arts (art, music, theater. etc)
Sciences (biology, biochemistry, botany.
0 Biological
zoology. etc.)
0 Business
QComputer Science
0 Education
Q Engineering
related fields (nursing, physical therapy, health
0 Health
technology, etc.)
(literature, history, philosophy.
0 Humanities
religion, etc.)
Sciences (physics, chemistry, mathematics,
0 Physical
astronomy, earth science. etc.)
Sciences (economics, political science.
0 Social
psychology, sociology, etc)
0 Foreign Languages (French, Spanish, etc.)
Studies (Latin American Studies. Russian
0 Area
Studies, Asian Studies. African Studies. etc.)
majors (international relations,
0 Interdepartmental
ecology, women's studies. etc.)
0 Other: What?,

Did you enter college here or did you transfer here
from another college?

0 entered here

0 Undecided

o transferred from another college

Did either of your parents graduate from college?
Have you at any time while attending this college
lived in a college dormitory, fraternity or sorority
house, or other college housing?

Qno

Qyes
Ono

Q yes, mother only

Where do you now live during the school year?
o dormitory or other college housing
o fraternity or Sorority house
o private apartment or room within walking

0 yes, both parents
0 yes, father only
When, or if, you graduate from college, do you expect
to enroll for a more advanced degree2

Qyes
Ono

distance of the college

o house, apartment, etc. away from the campus
o with my parents or relatives

Are you going to school full-time or part-time?

0 full-time

0 part-time
At this college, up to now, what have most of your
grades been?

QA
o A, B-

08
08-. C+

0 C. C. or lower
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During the time school is in session, about how many
hours a week do you usually spend on activities that are
related to your school work? This includes time spent
in class and time spent studying.
o about 50 hours a week or more
0 about 40 hours a week
0 about 30 hours a week
Oabout 20 hours a week
o less than 20 hours a week

During the time school is in session, about how many
hours a week do you usually spend working on a job?

o

I am not employed during the school Year.

Oabout 10 hours or less
Oabout 15 hours
Oabout 20 hours
about 30 hours
o more than 30 hours

About how much of your college expenses this year
are provided by your parents or family?

0 all or nearly alt
0 more than half
Qless than half
0 none or very little

What is your racial or ethnic identification?

Indian
0 American
0 Asian or Pacific Islander
0 Black. African American
Latino
0 Hispanic,
0 White
0 Other: What?

0

COLLEGE ACT WES
DIRECTIONS: In your experience at this college dunnq the current school year, about how often have you done each of the
following? Indicate your response by filling in one of the spaces to the left of each statement.

C

.2

Experiences with Facult't

LibrarY Experiences

0000Used the library as a quiet place to read or
study materials you brought with you.

0000 Used the card catalogue or computer to find
what materials there were on some topic.

0000 Asked the librarian focelp in finding material
on some topic.

0000 Read something in the reserve book room or
reference section.

0000 Used indexes (such as the Readers Guide 10
Periodical Literature) to journal articles.

0000 Developed a bibliography or set of references
for use in a term paper or other report.

0000 Found some interesting material to read just
by browsing in the stacks.

0000 Ran down leads, looked for further references
that were cited in things you read.

0000 Talked with a faculty member.
0000 Asked your instructor for information related
to a course you were taking (grades, make-up
work, assignments, etc.).

0000 Visited informally and briefly with an instructor
after class.

0000 Made an appointment to meet with a faculty
member in his/her office.

0000 Discussed ideas for a term paper or other class
project with a faculty member.

0000 Discussed your career plans and ambitions with
a faculty member.

0000 Asked your instructor for comments and
criticisms about your work.

0000 Had coffee, cokes, or snacks with a faculty
member.

0000 Gone back to read a basic reference or document

0000 Worked with a faculty member on a research

0000 Checked out books to read I not textbooks).

0000 Discussed personal problems or concerns with

that other authors had often referred to.

project.

a faculty member.
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DIRECTIONS: In your experience at this college during the current school year about how often have you done each of the
following? Indicate your response by filling in one of the spaces to the left of each statement

C

g

0
0.

S

Course Learninq

a

0000 Took detailed notes in class.
0000 Participated in class discussions.
0000underlined major points in the readings.
0000 Tried
to see how different facts and ideas fit
together.
0000 Thought
about practical applications of the
materiaL
0000 Worked
on a paper or project where you had
to integrate ideas from various sources.
0000 Summanzed
major points and information
in your readings or notes.
0000 Tried
to explain the material to another
student or friend.
0000 Made outlines from class notes or readings.
0000 Did additional readings on topics that were
introduced and discussed in class.

o

0

_

Student Union

0000 Had meals, snacks, etc. at the student union
or student center.
at the bulletin board for notices about
0000 Looked
campus events.
0000Met your friends at the student union or
student center.

around in the union or center talking with
0000 Satother
students about your classes and other
college activities.

0000used the lounge(s) to relax or study by
yourself.

a film or other event at the student union
0000 seen
or center.
a social event in the student union
0000 Attended
or center.
0000 Heard a speaker at the student union or center.
games that were available in the student
0000 Played
union or center (ping-pong, cards, pool,
pinball, etc.).

the lounge(s) or meeting rooms to meet with
0000 Used
a group of students for a discussion.

Art, Music. Theater

0000 Talked about art (painting, sculpture,
architecture, artists, etc.> with other students
at the college.

0000Gone to an art gallery or art exhibit on the
campus.

0000 Read or discussed the opinions of art critics.
0000 Participated
in some art activity (painting,
pottery, weaving, drawing, etc.).
0000 Talked about music (classical, popular,
musicians, etc.) with other students at the
college.

0000 Attended
a concert or other music event at
the college.
0000 Read or discussed the opinions of music critics.
0000 Participated
in some music activitiy (orchestra.
chorus, etc.>.
00 00 Talked about the theater (plays, musicals,
dance, etc.) with other students at the college.

0000 Seen
a play, ballet, or other theater performance
at the college.
0000 Read or discussed the opinions of drama critics.
0000 Participated in or worked on some theatrical
production (acted, danced, worked on scenery,
etc.).

0

0

Athletic and Recreation Facilities

0000 Set goals for your performance in some skill.
a regular schedule of exercise, or
0000 Followed
practice in some sport, on campus.
outdoor recreational spaces for casual
0000 Used
and informal individual athletic activities.
outdoor recreational spaces for casual
0000 Used
and informal grouD sports.
facilities in the gym for individual
0000 Used
activities (exercise, swimming, etc.).
facilities in the gym for playing sports
0000 Used
that require more than one person.
instruction to improve your performance
0000 sought
in some athletic activity.
0000 Played on an intramural team.
a chart or record of your progress in
0000 Kept
some skill or athletic activity.
0000 Was a spectator at college athletic events.
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DIRECTIONS: In your experience at this college during the current school year. about how often have you done each of the
following? Indicate your response by filling in one of the spaces to the left of each statement.

Clubs and Organizations

0000 Looked in the student newspaper for notices

o

0000 Told a friend why you reacted to another person
the way you did.

about campus events and student organizations.

0000 Attended a program or event put on by a

0000 Discussed with other students why some groups
get along smoothly, and other groups don't.

student group.

0000 Read or asked about a club, organization, or

0000 Sought out a friend to help you with a personal
problem.

student government activity.

0000 Attended a meeting of a club, organization, or

0000 Elected a course that dealt with understanding
personal and social behavior.

student government group.

0000 Voted in a student election.

0000 Identified with a character in a book or movie
and wondered what you might have done
under similar circumstances.

0000 Discussed policies and issues related to campus
activities and student government.

0000 Worked ri some student organization or
special project (publications, student
government, social event, etc.).

0000 Read articles or books about personal
adjustment and personality development.

0000 Taken a test to measure your abitities. interests,
or attitudes.

0000 Discussed reasons for the success or lack of
success of student club meetings, activities,
or events.

0000 Worked on a committee.
0000 Met with a faculty adviser or administrator to
discuss the activities of a student organization.

Personal Experiences

4

>Ooz

0000Asked a friend to tell you what he/she realty
thought about you.

0000 Been in a group where each person, including
yourself, talked about his/her personal problems.

0000 Talked with a counselor or other specialist about
problems of a personal nature.

>00

Experience in Wntinq

0000Used a dictionary or thesaurus to look up the
proper meaning of words.

000 0 Consciously and systematicalty thought about
grammar, sentence structure, paragraphs,
word choice, and sequence of ideas or points
as you were writing.

0000 Wrote a rough draft of a paper or essay and
then revised it yourself before handing it in.

0000Spent at least five hours or more writing a
paper (not counting time spent in reading
or at the library).

0000 Asked other people to read something you
wrote to see if it was clear to them.

0000Referred to a book or manual about style of
writing, grammar. etc.

0000 Revised a paper or composition two or more
times before you were satisfied with it.

00 00 Asked an instructor for advice and help to
improve your writing.

0000 Made an appointment to talk with an instructor
who had criticized a paper you had written.

0000 Submitted for publication an article, story. or
other composition you had written.

0

9

Student Acquaintances

>ooz

0000 Made friends with students whose academic
major field was very different from yours.

0000 Made friends with students whose interests
were very different from yours.

0000Made friends with students whose family
background (economic and social) was very
different from yours.

0000 Made friends with students whose age was
very different from yours.

0 000Made friends with students whose race was
different from yours

0000 Made friends with students from another
country.

0000 Had serious discussions with students whose
philosophy of life or personal values were
very different from yours.

0000 Had serious discussions with students whose
religious beliefs were very different from
yours

0000 Had serious discussions with students whose
political opinions were very different from
yours.

0000 Had serious discussions with students from
a country different from yours.
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DIRECTIONS: In your experience at this college durinq
the current school year about how often have you done
each of the following?

DIRECTIONS: If you are now living in a dormitory or
fraternity/sorority, about how often have you done each
of the following in that residence unit dunnq the current
school year? indicate your response by filling in one of
the spaces to the left of each statement. If you do not
live in a campus residence omit these items.

Science
formulas, definitions, technical terms.
0000 Memorized
to express a set of relationships in
0000 Tried
mathematical terms.
your understanding of some scientific
0000 Tested
principle by seeing if you could explain it
to another student.

articles (not assigned) about scientific
0000 Read
theories or concepts.
to improve your skill in using some
0000 Practiced
laboratory equipment.
a classmate how to use a piece of
0000 Showed
scientific equipment.
to explain an experimental
0000 Attempted
procedure to a classmate.
to an exhibit or demonstration of some
0000 Went
new scientific device.
an experiment or project using
0000 Completed
scientific methods.
to explain to another person the scientific
0000 Tried
basis for concerns about potlution, recycling,
alternative sources of energy, acid rain, or similar
aspects of the world around you.

0

0

Campus Residence

0000Had lively conversations about various topics
during dinner in the dining room or cafeteria.

out with other students for late night
0000 Gone
snacks.

00000tfered to help another student (with course
work, errands, favors, advice, etc.) who
needed some assistance.
in discussions that lasted late
0000 Participated
into the night.
others for assistance in something you
0000 Asked
were doing.
things (clothes, records posters,
0000 Borrowed
books, etc.) from others in the residence unit,

0000Atlended social events put on by the residence
unit.

0000 Studied with other students in the residence unit.
0000HetPed plan or organize an event in the
residence unit.

on some community service or fund
0000 worked
raising project with other students in the
residence unit.

CON VERSA11ONS
DIRECTIONS: In conversations with other students at
this college durinq the current school year about how
often have you talked about each of the following?
0

in these conversations with other students, about how
often have you done each of the following?

C

Information in Conversations

Topics of Conversation

0000Current events in the news.

social problems such as peace, human
0000 Major
rights, equality, justice.
0000 Different life styfes and customs.
ideas and views of other people such as
0000 Thewriters,
philosophers, historians,
arts - painting, theatrical productions,
0000 Theballet,
symphony, movies, etc.
0000 Science - theories, experiments, methods.
0000 Computers and other technologies.
and ethical issues related to science
0000 Social
arid technology such as energy, pollution,
chemicals, genetics, military use.

economy - employment, wealth, poverty,
0000 The
debt, trade, etc.
0000 International relations.

to knowledge you had acquired in
0000 Referred
your reading.
different ways of thinking about the
0000 Explored
topic.
to something a professor said about
0000 Referred
the topic.
read something that was related
0000 Subsequently
to the topic.
your opinion as a result of the
0000 changed
knowledge or arguments presented by others.
others to change their minds as a
0000 Persuaded
result of the knowledge or arguments you
cited.
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READING/WRI11NG
During the current school year. about how many books
have you read? Fill in one space in each column.

During the current school year. about how many written
reports have you made? Fill in one space in each column.

Textbooks or assigned books
Non-assigned books

Essay exams in your courses
Term papers or other written reports

00 none
00 fewer than 5
00 between 5 and 10
00 between 10 and 20
00 more than 20

00 none
00 fewer than 5
00 between 5 and 10
00 between 10 and 20
00 more than 20
OPINIONS ABOUT COLLEGE
If you could start over again, would you go to
the same college you are now attending?

How well do you like coHege?

0 1 am enthusiastic about it.
0 I like it.
0 I am more or less neutral about it.
0 I don't like it.

Q Yes, definitely
0 Probably yes
0 Probably no
0 No, definitely

mE COLLEGE ENViRONMENT
Colleges differ from one another in the extent to which they emphasize or stress various aspects of students development. Thinking of your own experience at this college, to what estent do you feel that each of the following is emphasized?
The responses are numbered from 7 to 1. with the highest and lowest points described. Fill in the space of whichever
number best indicates your impression on this seven-point rating scale,
Emphasis on the develDomen oi academic.
scholarly, and inteetual qualities

Strong emphasis ®

®

®

®

®

®

® Weak emphasis

Emphasis on the development of esthetic,
expressive, and creative qualities

Strong emphasis ®

®

®

®

®

®

® Weak emphasis

®

0

Emphasis on berig critical,
evaluative. anc analytical

Strong emphasis ®

®

®

®

©

Weak emphasis

Emphasis on the development of vocational
and occupational competence

Strong emphasis

®

®

®

®

®

®

Weak emphasis

Emphasis on the personal relevance
and practical values of your courses

Strong emphasis

(!)

®

®

®

®

®

0

Weak emphasis
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The next three ratings refer to relationships among people at the college. Again, thinking of your own experience, how
would you rate these relationships on the seven-point scales?
Relationship with other students.
student groups, and activihes

Friendly. Supportive.
Sense of belonging

®

Approachable. Helpful,
Understanding, Encouraging

®

®

0

®

®

Relationships with faculty members

®

Helpful, Considerate,
Flexible

Remote, Discouraging.
Unsympathetic

®

Relationships with administrative
personnel and othces

® 000

®

Competitive. Uninvolved.
Sense of alienation

Rigid, Impersonal.
Bound by regulations

ES11MATE OF GAINS
DIRECTiONS: In thinking over your experiences in college up to now, to what extent do you feel youhave gained or made
progress In each of the following respects? Indicate your response by filling in one of the spaces to the left of each
statement.

.

E

training - acquiring knowledge and
0000vocational
skills applicable to a specific job or type of wo&
background and specialization for
0000 Acquiring
further education in some professional,
scientific, or scholarly field.
a broad general education about
0000Gaining
different fields of knowledge.
a range of information that may be
0000Gaining
relevant to a career.
an understanding and entoyment
0000 Developing
of art, music, and drama.
your acquaintance and enjoyment
0000 Broadening
of literature.
0000 viting clearly and effectively.
0000 Acquiring familiarity with the use of computers.

0000Becoming aware of different philosophies,
cultures, and ways of life.

your own values and ethical
0000 Developing
standards.
yourself - your abilities,
0000 understanding
interests. ano personality.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS

®®®®®
Ø®®©®
®®®®®
®®Ø®®
®®®®®

®®®®®

7- ®®@®®

other people and the ability to
0000understanding
get along with different kinds of people.
Ability to function as a team member.
0000 Developing
0000 fitness. good health habits and physical
the nature of science and
0000 understanding
experimentation.

QQUnderstanding new scientific and technical
developments.

aware of the consequences (benefits/
0000 Becoming
hazards/dangers/values) of new applications
in science and technology.

0000
0000
to put ideas together, to see relationships.
0000 Ability
similarities, and differences between ideas.
to learn on your own, pursue ideas, and
0000 Ability
find information you need.
the importance of history for understanding
0000 Seeing
the present as well as the past.
knowledge about other parts of the world
0000 Gaining
and other peopleAsia. Africa. South America. etc.
Ability to think analyticalty and logically.
Quantitative thinking - understanding
probabilities, proportions. etc.

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION

Ø®®®®
®®®®®
®®©®®

RUIuOUUUOOOOUOOOOOOOO
00 NOT MARX 1$ 'THiS S4ADEO AREA

Pfl,,d rn U.A.

I

N.tioi,.i inton,,.ii..

*NiSI IIF$$ MPB200i $54

148415

OTHER IDa. if requested
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONNAIRE
Note: Please use the space (ADDI11ONAL QUES11ONS) on the back (page 8) of the
questionnaire to answer these questions. Mark each answer according to the directions for
that question.
When answering these questions please indicate your response as follows:
Answer.

(A) Strongly Agree
Agree

Neutral
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Since coming to Oregon State I have developed close personal relationships
with other students.

The student friendships I have developed at this university have been
personally satisfying.

My nonclassroom interactions with faculty have had a positive influence on
my personal growth, values, and attitudes.
My nonclassroom interactions with faculty have had a positive influence on
my intellectual growth and interest in ideas.
Few of the faculty members I have had contact with are generally interested
in students.

It is important for me to graduate from college.

It has been difficult for me to meet and make friends with other students.
My nonclassroom interactions with faculty have had a positive influence on
my career goals and aspirations.
(over please)
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Do you intend to return to Oregon State University in the Fall of 1993?
Answer:

(A) for YES
(B) for NO

(Please answer number 10 if you have been at Oregon State University
longer than one year.)
To what degree would you say that your involvement in University
activities has changed since your Freshmrn year?
Answer:

(A) Much more involved now
Somewhat more involved
About the same
Somewhat less involved
Much less involved now

If you have anything else you would like to tell me about your experiences at Oregon
State University, and how they influenced your decision to remain or withdraw, please
do so in this area or on a separate piece of paper and enclose it in the envelope with
your questionnaire. Thanks again for your time and effort.
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Variables included in the Discrilninant Analysis

VARIABLE

F TO ENTER

Library Experience Scale
Experience with faculty Scale
Course Learning Scale
Art, Music, Theater Scale
Art Scale
Music Scale
Theater Scale
Student Union Scale
Athletics/Recreation Facilities
Clubs and Organizations Scale
Experience in Writing Scale
Personal Experiences Scale
Student Acquaintances Scale
Science/Technology Scale
Topics of Conversation Scale
Information in Conversation Scale
Satisfaction Index
Academic, Scholarly Qualities
Aesthetic/Expressive/Creative Quality
Emphasis on Being Critical/Evaluative
Vocational/Occupational Competence
Personal Relevance-Practical Value
Relationships with Other Students
Relationships with Faculty Members
"
with Administrative Personnel

.726E01
.1164
2.8503
1.4020
1.5187
.7114
.3856
.1330
.3344
3.0022
.166E-05
.2397
.3743
.909E-01
.4390
.933E-01
16.4320
3.8180
3.3396
7.4162
9.2548
8.1999
7.7733
2.5927
1.7778
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Appendix 2 continued
Variables included in the Discriminant Analysis

VARIABLE
Gain
in
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain

F TO ENTER

6.1231
in Vocational Training
.8608
Specialization further Education
1.1746
in Broad General Education
5.9502
in Career Information
2.3799
in Understanding of the Arts
.602E-0l
in Acquaintance with Literature
1.5772
in writing Clearly/Effectively
.7980
in Familiarity with Computers
in Awareness of other Philosophies 1.9955
.863E-0l
in Developing own Values/Ethics
1.0903
in Understanding Yourself
2.5765
in Understanding other People
9.7651
in Ability to be a Team Member
.942E-01
in Developing Health and Fitness
.864E-0l
in Understanding Science
in Understanding Science/Technology .980E-Ol
.2358
in Awareness of New Technology
7.9770
in Ability to think Analytically
1.6675
in Quantitative Thinking
2.5349
in Ability to put Ideas Together
5.8889
in Ability to Learn on Own
.1486
in Seeing importance of history
.1935
in Knowledge about the World
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Appendix 3

-- DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
Number of Cases by Group
Number of Cases
Unweighted
INTEND TO RETURN TO OSU
70
YES
13
NO
83
Total

Label

Weighted
70.0
13.0
83.0

On groups defined by "Do you intend to return to Oregon
State University in Fall of 1993?"
Stepwise variable selection
Selection rule:

Maximum
Minimum
Minimum
Maximum

Maximize minimum Mahalanobis Distance
(D squared) between groups

number of steps
Tolerance Level
F to enter
F to remove

5

.00100
1.0000
1.0000

Canonical Discriminant Functions
Maximum number of functions
Minimum cumulative percent of variance
Maximum significance of Wilks' Lambda
Prior probability for each group is

1

100.00
1.0000

.50000

Variables used in the Analysis

VARIABLE
F to enter
18 .332
SATISFACTION INDEX
5 .3122
ABILITY TO BE A TEAM MEMBER
4 .0004
VOCATIONAL/OCCUPATION COMPETENCE
3 6245
ABILITY TO THINK ANALYTICALLY
.70754
COURSE LEARNING SCALE
42052
WHERE LIVING NOW DURING SCHOOL
.82937
ESTIMATE OF MOST COLLEGE GRADES
PART OF EXPENSE PROVIDED BY FAMILY 2 .4426
.79163
VERBAL SCORE ON SAT 'S
.41346
MATH SCORE ON SAT'S
93857E-02
TSWE SCORE ON SAT'S

D Squared
1. 672071

.4845204
.3648692
.3305845

.2227842
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Appendix 3, Continued
Summary Table

Vars
Action
In
Step Entered
1 SATISFACTION INDEX
1
2
2 PART OF EXPENSE
3 WHERE LIVE NOW
3
4
4 VERBAL SCORE/SAT'S
5
5 TEAM MEMBER

Wilks'
Lambda
.81544
.78917
.76096
.73855
.72044

Sig.
.0001
.0001
.0001
. 0001

.0001

Minimum
D Squared
1. 67207
1. 97367
2. 32080

2.61534
2.86676

S ig.

.0001
.0001
.0001
.0001
.0001

Canonical Discriminant Functions
Cumulative Canonical After Wilks'
Percent of
Function Eigenvalue Variance Percent Correlation
.5287
100.00
100.00
* marks the one canonical discriminant function remaining
in the analysis.
1*

.3880

Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients
rUNCTION

SATISFACTION INDEX
ABILITY TO BE TEAM MEMBER
WHERE LIVING NOW DURING SCHOOL YEAR
PART OF EXPENSE PROVIDED BY FAMILY
VERBAL SCORE ON SAT'S

.97708
.30455
.43815
-.46209
-.31786

Structure Matrix:

Pooled-within-groups correlations between discriminating
(Variables ordered by size of correlation within function)

FUNCTION

SATISFACTION INDEX
ABILITY TO BE TEAM MEMBER
ABILITY TO THINK ANALYTICALLY
PART OF EXPENSE PROVIDED BY FAMILY
VOCATIONAL/OCCUPATIONAL COMPETENCE
QE: COURSE LEARNING SCALE
VERBAL SCORE ON SAT'S
MATH SCORE ON SAT'S
WHERE LIVING NOW DURING SCHOOL YEAR
TSWE SCORE ON SAT'S
ESTIMATE OF MOST COLLEGE GRADES

.76372
.41111
.40057
-.27877
.24311
.17914

-.15870
-.13779
-.11567
.06892
.03305
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Appendix 3, Continued
Canonical Discriminant Functions evaluated at Group Means
(Group Centroids)
Group

FUNCTION

1

.26519

2

-1.42796

